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Ourraf: 292/Q/08505 0007

Your ref:

7 June 2004

European Patcat Office

Directorate General 2

Erhardtstrasse

D-80331

Munich

Gecniany

BY FAX - 0049 «9 23 99 4465

CONFIRMATION BY COURIER

Dear Sirs

RE: European Patent No. 1 141 274

European Patent Application No, 00902354.O

Proprietors: ZymoGenetics, Inc.

Opponent: Human Craionie Sciences, Inc.

On behalf of Human Genome Sciences, Inc. (HGS), 14200 Shady Grove Road,

Rockville, MD 20850-7464, USA we are lodging an OjjposUion according to

Article 99 EPC against EP 1 141 274 ("the Opposed Patent") in its entirety. The

necessary fee ha.s been paid today.

We oppose the Opposed Patent under Article 100(a) EPC, specifically in that it is

not a patentable invention, lacb novelty and inventive step and does nol satisfy

Articles 52, 54 and 56 EPC. The Opposed Patent is finther opposed under .^de

100(b) F.PC, in that it does not disclose the invention in a manner sufficiently

clear and complete For it to be carried out by a person skilled In the art.

2004.t6nu
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A- Detailed Statement of the Qronnds of Onpositlgn

L The Opposition Brief refers to the documents listed below:

Dl WO 98/39361 (St Jude Children's Research Hospital)

m "NF-AT Activation Induced by a CAML-lntcracting Member

of the Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor Superfamity'', Science,

1997, Vol. 278, pp, 138441 (von Bulow et al)

D3 ''The BCMA gene, preferentially expressed during B lymphoid

maturation, h bidirectionally transcribed^ Nucleic Acids

Research, 1994, Vol 22, No- 7, pp. 11474154 (Laabi et al)

D4 "OCMAp: an integral membrane protein in the Golgi

apparatus of human mature B l>mphocytcs", International

Immunology, 1995, VoL 7, No. 7, pp, 1093-1 106 (Gras et aL)

DS "The characterization of murine BCIVL^ gene defines it as a

new member of the fumor necrosis factor receptor

supcrfamily'\ International Immunology, 1998, VoL l«, No, 11,

pp. 1693-1702 (Madiy et al)

D6 WO 98/18921 (Human Genome Sciences, Inc.)

D7 EP 0 869 180 Al (SmithWine Beechani Corp.)

D8 WO 98/55620 (Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.)

D9 '*BArF, a Novel Ligand of the Tumour Necrosis Factor Family,

Stimulates B Cell Growth" J- Exp. Med., Vol 189, No- 11, 7

June 1999, pp. 1747-1756 (Schneider et al)

DIO ''Mice Transgenic for BAFF Develop Lymphocytic Disorders

Along with Autoimmune Manifestations** J. Exp, Med., VoL

190, No. 11, 6 December 1999, pp. 1697-1710 (Mackay et aL)

Dll BLyS: Member of the Tumour Necrosis Factor Family and B

Lymphocyte Stimulator"' Science, Vol 285, 9 July 1999, pp,

260-263 (Moore et al)

D12 US application 09/302,863 (Immunex Corp.)

D13 US application 60/149,378 (Biogen, Inc.)

D14 US applicatian 60/143,228 (Biogen, Inc.)

2Um46U0 2
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D1 5 XJS application 09/255,794 (Human Genome Sciences, Inc.)

D16 US application 60/119,906 (Amgen, Inc.)

D17 US application 60/166,271 (Amgen, Idc.)

DIS US appUcation 09/226^33 (ZymoGcnetic^, lac)

B- Background

(a) The WF Superfamily

2. The tumour necrosis factor ("TNF'l supcrfami lies of ligands and receptors

arc a broad group of pieiotropic cytokine proteins involved in the

regulation of coll prolifexation, activation, differenliation and dcalh. The

TNF superfamily ligands ar« eiiher type TI transmembrane cytokine

proteins, where the C-terminus of the protein is located extiBceiluiarly, or

soluble pioLeins. The extracellular domains of TNF superfamily ligands

contain a conserved region of around 150 amino acids comprising P-

$irand5, while the remaining portions of the protein share little $cqucnce

hamology- Many of the TNF Hgand family members associate to form

non-covalently bound trimeric structures (horaotrimers).

3. The TNF ligands each bind to specific TOF receptors- The TNF receptors

are transmembrane glycoproteins in which the N-terminus of the protein is

located extracellularly, or soluble protems. The extracellular domains of

TNF receptors contain one or more cbamcieristic cysteine-rich motifs

(referred to as "pseudo repeats'^ which bind the TNF ligands. Tike the

TNF ligands, the TNF receptors usually fonm trimeric or multimeric non-

covalent complexes,

(b) zlnf4 and its Receptors

4. ztnf4 is a TOF ligand which is able to stimulate the immune system. 'z:hif4

was first identified by the Opponent (see below) and is now known in the

Enpf.zeit:07/C16/2III4 10:46
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art as TNFSF13B according to the terminology established by the Human

Genome Organisation Norn«icktuie Committee. However, ^Uit4 has also

been referred to as BLyS (Human B Limphocyte Stimulator), BAFF (B

Cdl Activating Factor belonging to the TNF Eamily), THANK, TALL-1,

Kay Ligand and NeutroMne-aipha. In this Notice of Opposition we shall
.

use the term "ztnf4" since that term is used in llie Opposed Patent

5. ztnf4 selectively binds to B lymphocytes, cells of the immune system that

produce hnmunoglobulin (also referred to herein as antibody). zinf4 has

been .*owe to bind three IW receptors vvhich are located on B cells:

TOFRSF13B, TNFRSFI3C and TNFRSF17. These TNF receptors have

also been referred to in the ait as TACI, BAl-F Receptor, and BCMA,

respectively. The Opposed Patent concerns TNFRSFBB, TNFRSFI7 and

an isofonn (i.e., a splice variant) of TOFRSFISB. U refers lo these,

receptors as TACI. BCMA and BR43x2. respectively, and those terms are

adopted in tiiis Notice of Opposition. TACI is a TNF receptor with Wo

conserved cysteine-rich pseudo repeats whilst BCMA and BR43x2 each

have a single cysteine-rich pseudo repeat. These regions of the

extracellular domains of the receptors are involved in binding ztnf4.

6. BR43X2 is an isoforra of TACI in which a region of the TACI sequence

from amino acid residue 21 to residue 67 wWch contains the first cysieine-

Tich pseudo repeat of TACI has been replaced by a single, tryptophan

naidue. BR43x2 is therefore a 247 amino acid protein the sequcaice of

which is identical to that of TACI except in that respect. The second

cysteine-rich pseudo repeat of TACI (ammo acid residues 70 to 104 of

TACI) is present in BR43x2. BR43x2 was produced by the Patentee by

expression cloning from an activated B cell line cDNA library as described

in Example I ofthe Opposed Patent.

7. In the body, z«if4, in combination with its receptors, stimulates B cell

growth and differentiation, immature B cells are produced in the bone

marrow and differenliale into maiure. resting B celLs as they nvigrale to the

Einpf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:46 Erapf.nr.:651 P.OlO
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spleen and lymph nodes. Upon activation by antigen, mature B cells

proliferate and differentiate fiirther into antibody secreting B cells known

as plasma cells. ztnf4 functions in conjunction with its receptors to

stimulate B cell proliferation and differentiation at both the imraalare-to-

maturc and the maturE-to-plasma B cell transitions. This prtmcss is all part

of the immune system's natural hematopoietic cell development.

8. Due to their biological fimctions of effectmg B cell growth, proUfetation

and differentiation, zmf4. its receptors and related molecules have a

number of useful therapeutic fimctions. ztnf4 and similar molecules can be

used to treat immune disorders associated with too little antibody

production because they have the ability to stimulate the immune system-

Two such disorders which may be treated in this way arc Commoa

Variable Inununodeficiency and Immunoglobulin A deficiency.

9. Alternatively, antagonists of ztnf4 activity, such as antibodies specific to

ztnf4 and antibodies specific to its receptors, and the receptors themselves

and similar molecules can be used to treat disorders associated with too

much or inappropriate antibody production. Autoimmune conditions, for

example, arise when the body's immune system fails to distinguish

between the body's own cells and tissues and those of foreign pathogens,

Tt:sulting in an immune response that attacks the body itself. Elevated

levels of rtnr4 have been found in the serum of patients with autoimmune

diseases which ai« characterirad by the production of autoantibodies, such

as sj'stemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

Thercfcre tieattnent ofSLE and RA paticnte with ztnf4 antagonisia, such as

monoclonal antibodies which buid to ztnf4 and similar molecules, is

currently being studied.

10. A third way in which ztnf4. its receptors and related molecules can be used

to ireai disease is by utilijang their common properly of binding

specifically to B cells. For instance, certain types of cancers, such as

Hodgkin's lymphoma, multiple myeloma and chronic lymphocytic

ziitH'ionii 5
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leukaemia, originate ftom unregulated aiid maUgnant grovrth of B cells.

Drugs which link ztnf4 to a toxin or to a source of radiation capable of

killing malignanl B cells could prove effective for treating these conditions

and are currently being studied.

(c) Research and Filing History

) 1 . Multiple research groups have been active in the characterization of ztnf4

and its receptors. This is demonstrated by the number of patent

applications filed and papers published in this field. A timeline listing a

selection of relevant patent fUings and publications and the groups involved

forms Annex A.

12. On 3 March 1998, St. Jude Children's Research Hospital filed a PCT

application CPCT/US98/04270) disclosing the amino acid sequence of

TACl as well as a polynucleotide sequence encoding TACI, and providing

details of its function and therapeutic applications. This applicauon, which

claimed priority from US appUcaiion serial no. (.)8/!5l0,572 filed on 3

March 1997, published as WO 98/39361 (Dl below) on 11 September

1 998. The named inventors ofDl had also published a paper in 1997 (D2)

disclosing TACl. Immunex Corporation also filed patent appUcalions

describing TACI and methods of use of TACI. Immunex filed US patent

appUcation 09/302,863 (D12) on 30 April 1999, after the claimed priority

date of thc'Opposed Patent but before its filing date. This application was

used to claim priority for PCT application PCT/USOO/10282 which was

filed on 14 April 2000 and published as WO 00/67034 on 9 November

2000. WO 00/67034 later entered the European phase as European Patent

application no. 00922273.8.

13. The amino acid sequence of BCMA and encoding polynucleotide

sequences wei-e published in the 1990s by research groups in France.

These publications include D3, D4 and D3, published in 1994. 1-995 and

1 998. respectively, referred to further below. Biogen Inc. also filed patent

j(i(H-ir>uo 6
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applications describing BCMA and methols of use ofBCMA. Biogenlnc.

liled US patent application 60/149,378 (D13) on 17 August 1999. after lbe

claimed priority date of the Opposed Patent but before its filing date. This

application (amongst others) was used to claim priority for PCT application

PCT/USOO/22507 which was filed on 16 August 2000 and published as

WO 01/12812 on 22 Februar>' 2001. WO 01/12812 later entered the

European phase as European Patent application no. 00957502.8.

1 4. Earlier, on 25 October 1996 tiie Opponent had filed the first applicarion in

relation to ztnB, identifying liie fiiU-Iength ztnf4 protein (initially referred

to as "Neutrokine-alpha"), its fimction and thorapeulic applicaiions. this

application published as WO 98/18921 (D6 below) on 7 May 199?.

StnithKline Beecham Corp. filed US application serial nos. 60/041.797 and

08/984396 concerning zmf4 (referred to as "71.-5") on 2 April 1997 and 3

December 1997, respectively. It subsequently filed a European application,

claiming priority from those applications, on 1 April 1998 which published

on 7 October 1998 as EP 0 869 ISO Al (D7 below). This appUcaUon

included a sequence tor ztnf4 and described its therapeutic applications.

Additionally, Regeneron Phannaceuticals, Inc. filed US patent applications

60/048,776 and 60/066,386 relating to 2lnf4 on 6 .func 1997 and 21

November 1997, respectively. These were used to claim priority oil its

PCT application PCT/US98/1 1 1 53 filed on 3 June 1998 and which

published as WO 98/55620 (D8 below) on 10 December 1998. WO

98/55620 disclosed the N-terminally truncated fiagmenl of ztnf4 referred to

as the ztnf4 fi:agment below.

15. Several articles concerning ztnf4 and its biological properties were

published in 1999, after the claimed priority dale of the Opposed Patent but

betbre its filing date (D9, DIO and Dll referred to below). Additionally,

.several US patent applications were filed after the claimed priority dale of

the Opposed Patent but before its filing date. These patent applications

describe ztnf4 and metiiods of use of ztnf4. Biogen filed US patent

application 60/143,228 (I>14) on 9 July 1999. This applicatinn (along with

20fi4-ltiliO 7
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another US application) was used to claim priority for PCT application

PClVUSOO/01788 which was filed on 25 January 2000 and published as

WO 00/43032 on 27 July 2000. WO 00/43032 later entered the European

pha-se as European Patent application no. 00909970.6. Human Genome

Sciences filed US patent application 09/255,794 (DIS) on 23 February

1 999. This application (along with a number of other US applications) was

used to claim priority for PCX applicalion PCTA.JSOO/04336 which was

filed on 22 February 2000 and published as WQ 00/50597 on 31 August

2000. WO 00/50597 later entered the European phase as European Patent

application no. 00908739.6.

16. Amgen filed US patent applications 60/119,906 (D16) and 60/166,271

(017), both concerning ztnf4, on 12 February 1999 and 18 November

1999, respectively. These applications were vised to claim priority for PCT

application FCT/USOO/03653 which was ixled on 1 1 February 200O and

published as WO 00/47740 on 17 August 20OO. WO 00/47740 later

entered the European phase as European Patent application no.

00907280.2.

C. The Opposed Patent

17. The Opposed Patent is entitled '^Soluble Receptor BR43x2 and Methods of

using them for Therapy" and is owned by Zymogenelics Tnc It was filed

on 7 January 2000 and claims priority from US patent application serial no.

09/226,533 (Dl8). The Opposed Patent was granted on 10 September

2003-

18. The Opposed Patent concerns ztnf4 and its receptors, TAG!, BCMA and

BR43x2 (an isoform of TACI as described above) which it reports were

found to bind ztnf4. The Opposed Patent acknowledges that TACI and

BCMA were known at the priority date and cites prior art in which their

amino acid sequences were given (e.g. Dl and D4 referred to below which

discio^^c TACI and BCMA respectively). It aljio acknowledgias that ztnf4

Einpf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:47 EmPf .nr.:651 P.014
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had been previously identified (e.g. referring to prior art including D6.W
and Dll described below). The invention is said to relate in part to the

discovery of the DNA sequence and conespoadlng amino acid sequence of

tiie isofonn ofTACl, BR43x2-

19. A total of 60 DNA and amino acid sequences are given in the patent of

which SEQ ID NOS: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 18 and 20 are referred to In the claims.

The Opposed Patent does not identify all of these sequences adequately and

la some instances creates confusion by referring to die wrong SEQ ID NOS

(as explained below). From carrying out its own analyses and reviewing

the literature, the Opponent has idenUfied the scquencciJ referred to in the

claims of the Opposed Patent as follows:

» SEQ ID N0:2 is the amino add sequence of BR43x2;

« SEQ ID N0:4 is the amino acid sequence of the (soluble) extracellular

domain ofBR43X2;

« SEQ ID N0:6 is the amino acid sequence ofhuman J'ACl;

« SEQ ID N0:8 is the amino acid sequence of human BCMA:

« SEQ ID NO; 10 is the consensus cysteine-rich pseudo repeat shared by

TACl, TACI splice variants and BCMA;

» SEQ ID N0:18 is a fragment containing amino acid residues 22 to 285

of human ztnf4 (omitting N-temiinal residues 1-21 of the full sequence)

which is referred to as the ''zmf4 fragment" below; and

SEQ ID NO:20 is the amino acid sequence of murine lACl.

20. Far fewer sequences were provided in US application 09/226,533 (D18),

from which the Opposed Patent claims priority. Hence the SEQ ID NOS

used in D18 are different to those used in fc Opposed Patent in some

instances. For ease of reference a list of the SEQ ID NOS that appear in

the claims of the Opposed Patent alongside the corresponding SBQ ID

NOS from the priority filing D18 and details of what each pertains to. is

included in Annex B.

Einpf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:47 Enipf.nr.:651 P.015
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21 . Broadly speaking, the claims ofthe Opposed Patent fall mto 4 catcgones:

(i) -Swss-style" elaims covering TACl, BR43x2 and BCMA

fragments, and the cysteine-rich pseudo repeat of SEQ ID NO:10;

antibodies and antibody fragments that bind fACJ. BCMA,

BR43x2, BR43x2 fragments, the cysieine-rich pseudo repeat of

SEQ ID NO: 10 and the ztnf4 ftagmenu and related molecules

(claims 1 to 3 and 13 to 28);

(ii) "W-style" claims covering TACl, BCMA, and BR43x2 related

fusion proteins (claims 4 to 12);

(iii) Claims concerning BR43x2 alone (claims 29 to 35); and

(iv) Pharmaceutical compositions comprising antibodies to TACI.

BCMA, BR43x2. a BR43x2 fragment and the cysteine-Kch pseudo

repeat, SEQ ID NO:10 (claims 36 to 38).

22. Claims I to 3 are drafted in '^wiss style'" and attempt to claim medical

VLses ofcompositions based on their previously reported, intrinsic biological

activities. Claim 1 coveis use of a compound selected ftum the following

group in the manufacture ofa medicament for inhibiting sXnl'A- activity in a

mammal:

a) a polypeptide comprising the extraceUular domain of BR43x2 (SEQ ID

N0:2);

b) a soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain ofTACl;

c) a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain ofBCMA:

d) a polypeptide comprising the sequence ofSEQ ID N0;1 0;

e) an antibody or antibody fragment which specifically binds lo a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:2;

f) an antibody or antibody fragment wliich specifically binds lo a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:4;

g) an antibody or antibody fragment which specifically binds to a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:6;

EmPf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:48 Einpf.nr.:651 P.016
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h) an antibody or antibody fiagment which spt^cifically binds" to a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:g;

i) aa antibody or antibody ftagmetit which specifically binds to a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:10;

j) (Elementj is omitted in flie claim)

k) a polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:4;

I) amino acid residues 1 -166 ofSEQ ID N0:6:

m) amino acid residues 8-37 ofSEQ ID N0:8; and

ji) amino acid residues 1-48 ofSEQ ID N0:8.

23 . Claim 2 is dependent on claim I and covers uses of the same compositions

for such inhibition where the mammal is a primate.

24. Claim 3 is an independent "Swiss st>'le" claim covering use of a compound

selected from the following group in the manufacmre of a medicament for

inhibiting BR43x2, TACI orBCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement:

a) a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of BR43x2 (SEQ ID

NO:2);

b) a soluble polypeptide comprising the e.\tracellular domain ofTACI;

c) a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain ol" BCMA;

d) a polypeptide comprising flie sequence ofSEQ ID NO: 10;

e) an antibody or antibody fragment which specincally binds to a

polypeptide of SEQ ID N0:2;

f) an anybody or antibody fragment which specifically binds to a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:4;

g) an antibody or antibody fiagment which specifically binds to a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:6;

h) an antibody or antibody fragment wMch specifically binds to a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:8;

i) an antibody or antibody fragment which specifically binds lo a

polypeplide ofSEQ ID NO:10;

2004.I6W11 1
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j) an antibody or antibody fragment whic:h spc^ificnlly binds tu a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:1 8;

fc) aa antibody or antibody fragment which specifically binds to a

polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:20;

1) a polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:4;

m) amino acid residues 1-166 ofSEQ ID N0:6;

n) amino acid residues 8-37 of SEQ ID N0:8; and

0) amino acid residues 1-48 ofSEQ ID N0:8.

The compositions covered by claim 3 therefore include antibodies or

antibody fragments specific to SEQ tD N0:l8 and SEQ ID NO:20 in

addition to the compounds covered by claim L

25- Claims 4 to 12 are dependent on claims 1 to 3. They are drafted in "Swiss

style" and attempt to claim the uses referred to above where the compounds

in question are particular fusion proteins. Claim 4 covers such uses where

the compound is a tusion protein consisting of a first and a second portion

ioined by a peptide bond, the first portion comprising a polypeptide

selected Irom the following group:

a) a polypeptide comprising the sequence ofSEQ ID N0:8;

b) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 25-58 ofSEQ ID N0:2:

c) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 34-66 ofSEQ TD N0:6;

d) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 71-104 ofSEQ ID N0:6;

e) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 25-104 ofSEQ ID N0:6;

f) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 8-37 ofSEQ ID NO:S;

g) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 41-88 of SEQ ID N0:8:

h) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 8-8S ofSEQ ID N0:8:

and the second portion comprising another polypeptide.

26. Claim 5 covers uses according to claim 4 where the first portion of the

fusion protein comprises a polypeptide selected from the following group:

20D446{fO 1
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a) amino acidresidues 59-120 ofSEQ ID N0:2;

b) amino acid residues 105-166 ofSEQ ID N0:6; and

c) amino acid residues 89-150 ofSEQ ID NO:S.

27. Claim 6 covers uses according to claim 4 where the first portion of llie

fiBion protein comprises a polypeptide selected frora the rolbwing group:

a) a polypfeptide comprising the exuacellular domain of BR43x2 (SEQ ID

NO:2);

b) a soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain ofTACl; and

c) a polypeptide comprising the extracellidar domain ofBCMA;

28. Claim 7 covers uses according to claim 4 where the first portion of the

fusion protein comprises a polypeptide selected from the ibilowng group:

a) a polypeptide ofSEQ ID N0:4;

b) amino acid residues 1-154 ofSEQ ID N0S:6: and

c) amino acid residues 1-48 ofSEQ ID NO:g.

29. Claims 8 to 12 are dependent on claims 4 to 7 and cover uses of fijsion

proteins which have an immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region

component. Claim 8 covers uses according to dainus 4 to 7 where this

component forms the second portion of the fiisinn protein. Claim 9 covers

uses according to claim 8 where the immunoglobulin heavy chain constant

region component is a human immunoglobulin heavy chain constant

region. Claim 10 covers uses according to claim 9 where the human

immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region is human immunoglobulin

heavy chain constant region of IgGl

.

.jO. Claim U covers uses according to claims 8 to 10 where the medicament

comprises a muUimer of the fiision proteins, and claim 12 covers use.s

according to claim 11 where the medicament comprises an

2uim6(i(i 13
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immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region which contains t^'o constant

region domains and lacks the variable re^on.

31. Claiats 13 to 28 m dependent on claims I to 12. They arc drafted in

"Swiss style" and attempt to claim the uses referred to above where the

uses are directed at particular biological and therapeutic activities ofTACl,

BR43x2 . BCMA, and the cysteine-rich pseudo repeal of SHQ ID NOilO;

antibodies that bind TACI, BCMA, BR43x2, the cysteme-rich pseudo

repeat of SEQ ID NO:10 or zXn£4: as wll as fi^gmentK of the

aforementioned molecules and relaxed raolecides. Claim 13 covers uses

according to claims I to 12 vvhere the medicament is fur treatment of B

lymphocytes, and claims 14 and 15 cover uses according to claim 13 where

the B lymphocytes are activated and resting respectively.

32- Claim 16 covers uses according to claims 1 to 15 where the medicament is

for inhibiting antibody production, and claim 17 covers uses according to

claim 16 where the antibody production is associated with an autoimmune

disease. Claim 18 covers uses according to claim 17 where the

autoimmune disease is SLE, myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis, or RA.

33. Claim 19 cuvers uses according to claims 1 to 18 for treatment of asthma,

bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure, and claim 20 covers

uses according to claim 19 where the renal disease is glomerulonephritis,

vasculitis, nephritis or pyelonephritis. Claim 21 covers uses according to

claims 1 to 20 for treatment of renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas,

lymphomas, light chain neuropathy or amyloidosis.

34. Claim 22 covers uses according to clairiLS 1-21 for inhibiting efteclor T

cells, and claims 23 and 24 cover uses according to claim 22 for

moderaiing immune response and where the inhibition comprises

immunosuppression respectively. Claim 25 covers uses according to claim

24 where the immunosuppression is associated with graft rejection, graft

vei-sus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation.

20(M4C»00 14
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Claim 26 covers uses accoiding to claim 17 referred to above where the

autoimmune disease is insulin dependent diabetes niellitus or Crohn^s

Disease- Claim 27 covers uses according to claims I to 26 for treatment of

inflammation, and claim 28 covers uses according lo claim 27 where Lhc

inllammatioa is associated with joint pain, swelling, anemia or septic

shock.

36. Claims 29 to 35 concern BR43x2 alone (rather than extending to TACl,

BCMA and ztnf4). Claim 29 covers polynucleotides encoding SEQ ID

N0:2 (BR43?c2) and Claim 30 covers the specific isolated polynucleotide

with SEQ D NO: 1 which is one such polynucleotide.

37. Claim 31 is directed at expression vectors for BR43x2 production and

covers expression vectors comprising the following operably linked

elements: a transcription promoter; a polynucleotide molecule according to

claim 29; and, a transcription terminator. Claim 32 covers cultured cells

Into which an expression vector according to claim 31 t^s been introduced

where the cultured cells express Hie encoded (BK43x2) polypeptide.

Cldm 33 covers a method ofproducing a polypeptide comprising culturing

a cell into which an expression vector according to claim 3 1
has been

intn^duccd where the encoded polypeptide is expressed by the cell and

recovered.

3g, Claim 34 coveiii the Isolated polypeptide of SEQ ID N0:2 (BR43:<2), and

claim 35 covers the polypeptide of claim 34 in combination with a

pharmaceutically acceptable vehicle.

39. Claims 36. to 38 cover antibodies to TACl. BCMA, BR43x2 and the

cysteine-iich pseudo repeat, SEQ FD NO; 10- Claim 36 covers

pharmaceutical compositions comprising a pharmaceutical carrier and

antibodies or antibody fragments which specifically bind to a polypeptide

of: SEQ ID NOS: 2, 4, 6, 8, or 1 0.
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40. Claim 37 covers compositions according to claim 36 where the antibody or

andbody fragment is selected from the following group:

a) polyclonal antibody;

b) niurine monoclonal antibody;

c) humanized antibody derived from b); and

d) human monoclonal antibody.

41. Claim 38 covers compositions according to claims 36 and 37 where the

antibody fragment is selected from the group consisting of F(ab'), Fab, Fv

and scFv.

D. FfltentabiMtv fArticie lOOfa) EPQ

fi) Methodsfor treatment ofthe human body (Article 52 (4))

42. As noted above, claims 1 to 28 of the Opposed Patent are formnlated in

'"Svvriss style'* and are drafted in an attempt to claun medical uses because

others had previously disclosed composhions contiiining TACT, BCMA»

7±ni4 and related molecules and their uses (see below). The Boards of

Appeal have accepted that in principle it is legitimate to allow claims

directed to the use of a substance or composition for the manufactiure of a

medicament for a specified new and inventive therapeutic aoplication (see

for example 0 5/83),

43. However, Claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

unacceptable as they are not dkected to a therapeutic application, "lliasc

claims merely recite intrinsic biological activities of anti-2:tnf4 antibodies,

TACL BR43x2, BCMA and other ztnf4 receptors and related molecule^,

such af5 inhibitmg ztnf4 activity, inhibiting receptot-2:tni:4 engagement

treament of B«lymphocytes, inhibiting antibody production and inhibiting

effecior T cells,

Eiiipf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:49 Enipf .nr.:651 P.022
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44. M enunciated in T 4/98, "Swss style^ claims can only be acceptable

where they relate to the use of substances or compositions For the

pn>paration of a medicament intended for use in a method referred to in

Article 52(4), i.e., therapy. The Board defined the concept of "iherap^' or

therapeutic application'' as the treatment of a specific illness or disease

with a specified chemical substance or composition in a specified human or

animal subject in need of such treatment. It was determined tlial £i mere

process feature, such as an intrinsic biological activity, could not be

contrived as specifying a particular method of treatment wjthin the

meaiuag of Article 52(4). Thus, T 4/98 coBfinns that medical use claims

arc only allowable as long as the substances or compositions of the claims

are staled to be for use in a therapeutic application in accordance with

Article 52(4).

45. Claims ! to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent do nol specify any

illness or disease to be treated, instead they refer to intrinsic biological

activities which are inherent properties of anti-ztnf4 antibodies, zinf4

receptors and/or ztnr4 receptor antagonists. They are therefore not capable

of being valid second (or first) medical use claims. Accordiiigly, the

validity of claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 must be assessed without reference

to Article 54(5). Prior disclosure of the substances recited in these claims

and of the biological activities of these substances will therefore deprive

these claims ofnovelty (see below).

(ii) Priority

46. As noted above, die priority claimed for the Opposed Patent is based on a

US patent application filed on 7 January 1999 by Zymogenetics inc. with

serial no. 09/226,533 (DIS). However, the scope of tlie invenlion(.s) was

broadened between D18 and the claims of the Opposed Patent as granted.

The Opposed Patent is not therefore entitled to the claimed priority date.

301^4600 17
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47. In particular, the Opposed Patent includes a far more extensive description

of the immune system-related disorders thai can be treated with the

compounds of the invention(s) than Dl8 C^-g- V^^^ 3 at lines 1
to 34 and

page 14 line 40 to page 15 line 14 of the Opposed Patent) and many of Lhe

specific fragments referred to in the claims of the Opposed Patent were not

meniioned at all in In addition, SBQ ID M0S:18 and 20 (die amino

acid sequences of the ztnf4 fragment and murine TACI respectively) were

not included in Dl8. Moreover, antibodies and antibody fragments specific

to either SEQ ID N0:18 dc SEQ ID NO:20 which fonn part of claim 3 of

the Opposed Patent (and its dependent claims), were also not included in

DJ8. It is also notable that DIS suggested that resting B lymphocytes

would not be treated by the compounds of the invention (see for e?a:<mple

page5l at lines 9-10ofD18).

48. The skilled person would not have been able to derive the subject matter of

at least claims 1, 3 to 7, 10 to 12, 15, 18 to 22, 25 lo 28 and 36 (and their

dependent claims) of the Opposed Patent directly and unambiguously,

using common general knowledge, fipom D18, Hence for the ptupose of

those claims, D18 does not disclose the same invention as the Opposed

Patent (G 2/98). The Opposed Patent's claims for priority for ai least

claims I, 3 to 7, 10 to 12, 15,, 18 to 22, 25 to 28 and 36 (and their

dependent claims) based on D18 arc thcnrfbrc invalid, and the correct

priority diite that applies to those claims is the filing date, 7 January 2000.

The validity of those claims must tlierefore be assessed at this later date

(the ''Later Priority Date"), To the extent that the Opposition Division

finds, contrary to the Opponent's submission, that any of claims U 3 to 7,

10 to 12, 15JS to 22, 25 to 28 and 36 (and their dependent claims) of the

Opiiosed Patent arc entitled to the clahned priority dale, the Later Priority

Date should apply to the remainder ofthose claims.

Empf.zeit:07/OB/2004 10:50
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(iii) Lack nfnovelty (Article 54 EPC) msessed qI the Claimed Priority Dale

49. As noted above, the Opponent submits that novelty should be assessed at

the Later Priority Date for at least claims U 3 to 7, 1 0 to 12. 15, 18 to 22,

25 to 28 and 36 (and their dependent claims) of the Opposed Patent. The

fissessment of novelty in relation to the remaining claims and to any of

cMm3 U 3 to 7, 10 to 12, 15, 18 to 22, 25 to 28 and 36 (and their

dependent claims) which, contrary to the Opponent's submission, the

Opposition Division finds have valid priority will be made at the claimed

priority date. Dl to .D8 are available for novelty purposes at the claimed

priority date.

Dl ~WO 98/3&361 (St Jude CSiUdfen's Research Hospital)

50. Dl is an application in the name of St Jude Children s Research Hospital.

It was tiled on 3 March 1998 and published on 1 1 September 1998. Dl is

therefore prior art under Articles 54(2) and 56 EFC and available as a

reference for assessing both the novelty and inventive; jttcp of the alleged

invention(s) claimed in the Opposed Patent. Dl was cited in the Opposed

Patent,

51. 01 describes human TACI, a 293 amino acid protein (vSEQ ID N0;2, pages

70-71), the amino acid sequence of which is 100% identical to the human

TACI protein which is 'SEQ ID N0:6' in the Opposed Patent (page 40-

41)*. Dl therefore disclosed the full-length amino acid sequence ofhuman

TACL It also disclosed a polynucleotide encoding TACI (SEO ID "NO:!,

pages 69-70) and the location of the two cysteine-rioh pseudo repeats in

TACI (page 19 at lines 20-31). These regions, amino acid residues 33-66

and 70-104 of SEQ ID N0:2, both fall within the deOniiion of SEQ ID

* There are some discrBpancies in the Opposed PatenC regarding the sequence number fnr Ihc

TACi sequence. For insiance, page 3 at lines 52-53 suggests that SEQ ID NO:S k TACI

whiisi page 6 at Unes 49-50 suggest? it is SEQ \D N0;6. fknvever the amino acid

sequence tor SEQ ID NO;6 (pa^cy dO-4 1} b ihat of humaa TACI.

Enpf.2eit:07/05/2004 10:50 Enpf.nr.:651 P.025
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NO:10 of the Opposed Patent (pages 45-47). Two sequences

corresponding to SEQ ID NO: 1 0 are therefore disclosed in D J

.

52. Dl contains a broad teaching, specifically disclosing production of

TACl, TACI fiagments (including the extracellular N-terminal domain of

TACT) and fusion proteins, production ofTACl and TACl fragments using

vectors, host cells and recombinani: methods as well as describing

screening methods for identifying agonists and antagonists of TACI

activity (including antibodies specific for TACI and its fragments).

Furthermore, Dl describes methods for identifying the endogenous TACl

ligand (now known to be ztnf4), methods of screening for

immunosuppressant dmgs that inhibit activatipn of B cells and therapeutic

uses of TACI and related molecules in various disoniers of Ihe immune

system.

53, As discussed above, claims 1 to 1 6 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in ''Swiss style" and cover compositions which include the

extracellular domain of TACI and a TACl fragment (amino add residues

l.]66 of SEQ ID" N0;6), fusion proteins containing TACI and TACl

fragments (e.g. residues 34-66 and 71-104 and 25404 of SEQ ID N0:6

and the extracellular domain of TACI). antibodies and antibody fragments

specific to TACI (SEQ ID N0:6), antibodite and antibody fragmenls

specific to BR43x2 (SEQ ID N0:2) and to a BR43x2 tragraenl (SEQ ID

NO:4) and antibodies and antibody fragments specific ^o murine TACI

(SEQ ID NO:20). They also cover compositions comprising polypeptides

of SEQ ID NO:10 (a consensus cysteine-rich pseudo repeat motif common

10 TACI, TACI splice variants and BCMA) and antibodies and antibody

fragments specific to such polypeptides. However, they do not claim a

therapeutic application (T 4/98) but rather they refer to inU-insic biological

activities of TACl, and related substances. Ay these claims are nut valid

medical use claims, the prior disclosure of these relevant substances

deprives these claims of novelty. Accordingly, ihe disclosure of the

exiracdiular domain of TACI (e.g. page 6 at lines 22-25, page 7 at lines

2»o.w6tm 20
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20-24, page 18 at lines 24-30, page 56 at linei 1-3 and in SEQ ID N0:6

(p73) and claims 1& and 1?), other TACI fragments (e.g. page 19 al lines 6-

10). TACI fu3ion proteins (e.g. page 24 line 19 to page 25" line 2B where

ihcy are referred to as 'chimeric proteins'), antibodies and antibpdy

fragments specific to TACI (e.g. page 9 at lines 5-10, page 49 line 2 J to

page 52 line 16 and claims 26 and 27), TACI genes from other species,

preparation of TACI-specific antibodies in mice and their administration to

mice (e.g. page 34 at lines 1-4, page 50 at lines 12-15 and page 60 at lines

$-13} and the sequences of the two cysteine-rich pseudo repeats in Dl

anticipates claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24. Additionally because TACI and

BR43x2 sliare long stretches of amino acids in common, many antibodies

that specifically bind TACI, such as those disclosed in Dl, are likely to

al50 bind BR43x2 and BR43x2 fragments.

34. Moreover, even if these biologically deOned claims were acceptable, as

proper medical use claims, they would still lack novelty based on Dl. For

example, Dl discloses that TACI is a cell surface receptor normally present

on B-lymphocytes and to a lesser extent on immature T-Iymphocytes which

participaies in alternate or co-stimulatory pathways to activate or control

lymphocyte development and fiinoiion, including ihc response of

lyTnphocytes to .foreign antigens (page 15 at lines 19-29). The role of

TACI in binding its endogenous ligand (now kno\Yn to be ztnf4) is

disclosed in Dl along with means of identilying tlie ligand and a

description of its likely functions (e.g. page 1 0 line 3 to page 11 line 14 and

page 52 line 18 to page 54 line 10). Dl also discloses the use of TACI

related molecules including the claimed TACI substances for inhibiting

TACT activity (e.g. page 58 ai lines 1-6) and the administration of such

substances to mammals and preferably humans (c.g. page 60 at lines 4-13).

Claims 1 to 12 are therefore anticipated. To the extent that any aspect of

these claims is not disclosed by Dl, these claims lack inventive step over

Dl (see below).

20O4460O
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55. Claims 13 to 15m directed to use according claims 1-12 for the ireatment

of B lymphocytes. The role ofTACI related substances in:the treatment of

B lymphocytes is disclosed in Dl (e,g. page 24 at lines 27-30 where the use

of chimeric TACI proteins to specifically target B cells is disclosed and

page 57 at lines 23-25 which discloses use of antibodies speciilc to TACT

in the treatment of B cell tumors). Accordingly, claims 13 to 15 arc

anticipated by DJ despite the fact that it is not clear from the Opposed

Patent what "treatment of B bmphocytes" means (see the section on

instifficiency below).

56. Claim 1 6 concenis uses of compounds includiog TACI related substances

for inhibiting antibody production. Dl disclo^ies use of the TACI receptor

for specifically regulating B cell responses particularly where an increase

or decrease in antibody production is desired. Therefore, claim 16 is

anticipated by Dl- To the extent that any aspect of claims 13 to 16 is not

disclosed by DJ, these claims lack inventive step over Dl. (see below),

57. Claim 22 is directed to use according to claims 1-21 for inhibiting effector

T cells, Dl discloses that TACI and related molecules atiitlvate some

populations oft cells and that inhibiting tlie function of the TACI receptor

can be used to treat T cell cancers (sec, for example, page 4 at lines 5-12).

Claim 22 is tlierefore anticipated by Dl. Claims 23 and 24 cover uses

according to claim 22 for the biological activities of moderating immune

response and effecting immunosuppression respectively. Dl discloses the

use of TACI related substances covered by the claims for suj^pressing the

immune system (see, for example, page 8 at lines 1-5), Clauni 23 and 24

are therefore anticipated by DL To the extent that any aspect of claims 22

to 24 is not disclosed by Dl, these claims lack inventive step over Dl (see

below).

55J. Claims 17 to 21 and 25, 27 and 28 are also formulated in "Swiss style'',

being directed towards specific diseases of the immune system. However,

itse of TACI related substances in the treatment of such disorders is

20044^0 22
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disclosed in Dl. Claim 17 coucenis the use accE)rding to claim 16 of

substances including TACI related substances disclosed .in Dl whem the

aatibody production is associated with autoimmune disea:se. Use of such

subslances to treat autoimmune disease is disclosed in Dl (e.g. page 3 line

34 to page 4 line 3, page 8 at lines 1-6, page 16 at lines 24-28. and page 58

at lines 8-9). Dl therefore anticipates claim 17.

59. Claim 18 concerns the use according to claim 17 of substances including

TACI related substances disclosed in Dl where the autoimmune disease is

SLB, myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis, or RA- Uses of such

substances for treatment of RA, SLE and myasthenia gravis are disclosed

in Dl (e.g. page 3 line 34 to page 4 line 3 and page 58 at lines 8-18).

Claim 18 is therefore anticipated by Dl.

60. Claim 19 concerns the use according to claims I to 18 of substances

including TACI related substances disclosed in Dl for treatment of asthma,

bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure,, and claim 20 concerns

the use according to claim 19 of such substances where the renal disease is

glomerulonephritis, vasculitis, nephritis or pyelonephritis. Dl discloses

use of such substances for treating glomerulonepliritis and vasculitis (e.g,

page 3 line 34 to page 4 line 3 and page 58 at lines 8-18); and therefore

anticipates claims 19 and 20.

61. Claim 21 concerns the use according to claims 1 to 20 of substances

including TACI related substances disclosed in Dl for treatment of renal

neoplasms, multiple myelomas, lymphomas,, light chain neuropathy or

amyloidosis. The use of such substances for treatment of myelomas and

lymphomas is disclosed in Dl (e.g. page 16 line 28 to page 17 line 2, page

49 at lines 28-30, page 56 at lines 22-27, page 57 at lines 23-25, and page

58 al lines 20-22). Dl therefore anticipates claim 21

.

62. Claim 25 concerns the use of subslances including TACI related substances

disclo.scd in Dl according to claim 24 referred to above where the

znimwn) 23
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immunosuppression is associated with graft rejection, graft versus host

disease, autoimmune disease or inflamniatipn. The use of .such .substances

Lo treat and/or prevent autoimmune disease, graft-rejection or graft/host

di-sease and in connection with organ transplantation disclosed in Dl

(e.g. page 8 at lines 1-^ and page 49 at lines 30-32). Dl therefore

anticipates claim 25.

63. Claim 27 concerns the use of substances including TACI related substances

disclosed in Dl according to claims 1-26 reterrcd to above for treatment of

inflammation. Claim 28 concerns the use of substances including TACI

related substances disclosed in Dl accordmg to claim 27 where the

inflammation is associated with joint pain, swelling, anemia or septic

shock. The use of such substances to txeat inflammatory diseases,

including haemolytic anemia and RA (a key symptom of which is joint

pain) is disclosed in Dl (e.g. page 58 at lines 8-18). Dl therefore

anticipates claims 27 and 28. To the extent that any aspect of claims 1 7 to

21 and 25 to 28 is not disclosed by DL these claims lack inventive step

over Dl (see below),

64. Claims 36 to 38 of the Opposed Patent cover pharmaceutical compositions

including compositions made from antibodies or antibody fragments

specific to TACI (SEQ ID N0:6), antibodies and antibody fragments

specific to fragments comprising the consensus cysteinc-rich pseudo

repeat, SEQ ID NOilO and antibodies and antibody ftagments specific to

the BR43x2 (SEQ ID N0:2) and its fragment SEQ ID N0:4. Claim 36

covers substances including pharmaceutical compositions comprising such

antibodies or antibody fragments and apharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

Iloweven antibodies and antibody fragments specific to TACI arc

disclosed in Dl (e.g. page 9 at lines 5-10 and page 49 line 21 to page 52

line 1 6), as are the two cysteinc-rich conserved regions as noted above, and

administration of such antibodies as components of therapeutic

compositions is also disclosed (e,g. page 58 lines 24-28). Additionally

because TACI and BR43x2 share long stretches of amino acids in common.
200446110 24
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many aatibodks that specifically bind TACI are also likely to bind BR43s2

and BR43x2 fragments. Dl therefore anticipates claim 36.

65. Cllaira 37 covers compositions according to claim 36 where the antibody.or

antibody fragment is selected ftom the group consisting of (a) polyclonal

antibody: (b) murine monoclonal antibody: (c) huinanizcd antibody derived

from (b), and, (d) human monoclonal antibody. Dl discloses all of these

antibody types spe^cific to TACI (e.g. page 9 at lines 8-9, page 50 at lines 3-

4, page 50 at lines 12-15, and page 50 line 24 to page 51 liae 8). Claim 37

is therefore anticipated by Dl.

66. Claim 38 covers compositions according lo claims 36 and 37 where the

antibody fragment is selected from the group consisting of F(ab'), Fab, Fv

and scFv. TACl-specific antibody fragments such as F(ab') and Fab and

means of their preparation are disclosed in Dl (e.g. page 51 at lines 18-23).

Claim 38 is therefore anticipated by Dl. To the extent that any aspect of

claims 36-38 is not disclosed by Dl, these claims lack inventive step over

Dl (see below).

67. In light of the above, claims I to 25, 27, 28 and 36 to 38 lack novelty under

Article 54 EPC over Dl. To the extent that any aspect of claims 1 to 25,

27, 28 and 36 to 38 is not disclosed by Di, these claims lack inventive step

overDl (see below).

D2 - von Bulow ct al.

68. D2 is an article entitled "NF-AT Activation Induced by a

CAML-Interacfmg Member of the Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor

Superfaroily" that was published in Science on 3 October 1997. D2 is

therefore prior art under Anicles 54(2) and 56 EPC and available as a

reference for assessing both the novelty and inventive step of the alleged

invention(5) claimed in the Opposed Patent. The authors of D2 are also the

Eiipf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:52
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named inventors of Dl and, lite Dl, D2 concerns TACl and retoed

molecules and is cited as a reference in the Opposed Patent.

69. D2 describes human TACI and provides ils amino add sequence (Fig IA)

wliich is 100% identical to the human TACI protein wiiich is 'SEQ ID

N0:6' in the Opposed Patent (page 4041)'. B2 therefore disclosed the

ftll-length amino acid sequence of human TACI. D2 also discloses tiie

location of the iwo cysteine-rich repeats in TACI (page 1.38 and Fig I A).

These regions, amino acid residues 33-66 and 70-104 of the sequence in

Fig lA, both fall within the definition uf SEQ ID N0:10 of Ibe Opposed

Patent (page.s 45-47). Two sequences corre-sponding to SEQ ID NO: 10 are

therefore disclosed in D2.

70. D2 contains a broad teacMng, specifically disclosing the production of

TACI, TACI fragments (including the extracellular N-tenninal domain of

TACI) and TACI fusion proteins, production ofTACI and TACT Iragmenis

using vectors, host cells and recombinant methods, and the production of

antibodies specific for TACI. Furthermore. D2 discloses that TACI is

expressed by B cells.

71. As discussed above, claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in "Swiss st>'le" and cover compositions which include the

extracellular domain of TACI and a TACI fragment (amino acid residues

1-166 of SEQ ID N0:6), fiision proteins coniaiiung TACI and T.'^Cl

fragments (eg. residues 34-66 and 71-104 and 25-104 of SEQ ID N0:6

and the extracellular domain of TACI), antibodies and antibody fragments

specific to TACI (SEQ ID N0:6) and antibodies and antibody fragments

specific to BR43x2 (SEQ ID NO:2) and its fragment SEQ ID N0:4. They

also cover compositions comprising polypeptides of SEQ ID NO:J0 (the

cysteine-rich pseudo repeat) and antibodies and antibody fragments

specific to such polypeptides. However, they do not claim a therapeutic

- Sec the preceding footnote.

2tnM4&no 25
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applicalioii (T 4/98) but rather they refer to intrinsic biological activities of

TACT and related substances. As these claims are not valid medical use

claims, the prior disclosure of these relevant substances deprives these

claims ofnovelty.

72. Further, TACl's biological activities are disclosed in 02. For instance, the

role or TACI and related substances in relation to B lymphocytes is

disclosed in 02 (e.g. on page 138 which reveals that TACI is located on the

surrace ofB lymphocytes, including resting B lymphocyte). Accordingly,

the disclosure of the extracellular domain of TACI (c.g. page 138 states

that the N-terminai part of the molecule is extraccllulBr and Figure lA

shows ifaat anuno acids 1-166 form the extracellular domain), other TACI

fragments (c-g. the fragm.ent comprising the 126 C-tenninal amino acids of

TACI referred to on page 139), TACI fusion proteins (e.g. TACT fused to

N-tcrminal Flag referred to in the legend to Fig. 4), antibodies specific to

TACI (c.g. in the summary on page 138) and the sequences of the two

cysteine-rich pseudo repeats given in 02 anticipates claims 1 to 16 and 22

10 24. Additionally, because TACT and BR43x2 share long stretches of

amino acids in common, many antibodies that specifically bind TACI are

also likely to bind BR43x2 and BR43x2 fragments. To the extent that any

aspect of claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 is not disclosed by D2, ihese claims

lack inventive step over 02 {sss below).

73. Claims 36 and 37 of the Opposed Patent cover pharmaceutical

compositions including compositions made from antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to TACI (SEQ ID N0:6), antibodies or antibody

ftBgmcnts specific to polypeptides of SEQ ID NO:]0 (the cysteine-rich

pseudo repeat) and antibodies and antibody fragments specific to BR43x2

(SHQ ID N0:2) and its fragment SEQ ID N0:4. Claim 36 covers

substances Including pharmaceutical compositions comprising such

antibodies or antibody fragments and a pharmaceuiically acceptable carrier.

Hovvc\-er. as noted above, antibodies and antibody fragments spediic to

|-ACI are disdosc-d in D2, as is the location of ihc two cysteine-rich

;On=WKI)n 27
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pseudo repeats. D2 therefore anticipates claim 36. Addilionally. because

TAC4 and BR43x2 share long stretches of amino acidu in common, many

aniibodies that specifically bind TACI are also likely to bind BR43x2 and

BR43x2 fragments. D2 thereibrc anticipates claim 36.

74. Claim 37 covers compositions accorfing to claim 36 where th^ antibody or

antibody fragment is selected from the group consisting of (a) polyclonal

antibody; (b) murine monoclonal antibody: (c) humanisced antibody derived

from (b), and, (d) human monoclonal antibody. D2 discloses such

antibodies specific to TACI (e.g. page 138 and the legend to Fig 4C on

page 140 disclose polyclonal antibodies specific to TACI), Claim 37 is

therefore anticipated by D2. To the extent that any aspect of claims 36 and

37 is not disclosed by D2, these claims lack inventive step over D2 (see

below).

75. In light ofthe above, claims 1 to 16, 22 to 24, 36 and 37 lack novelty under

Article 54 EFC over D2- To the extent that any aspect of claims 1 to 1 6, 22

10 24, 36 and 37 is not disclosed by D2, these claims lack mventive step

over D2 (see below).

D3 - Laabi, et al.

76. D3 is an article entitled 'The BCMA gene, preferenually expressed during

B lymphoid maturation, Is bidirectionally transcribed" thai was published

in Nucleic Acids Research in April 1994. D3 is therefore prior art under

Articles 54(2) and 56 EPC and available a$ a reference for assessing both

the novelty and inventive step of the alleged invention(s) claimed in .the

Opposed Patent

77. D3 describes human BCMA, a 184 amino acid protein and gives its amino

acid sequence (Fig. 3) which is 100% identical to the human BCMA

protein sequence which is 'SEQ ID N0:8^ in the Opposed Patent (page

Erapf.zeit:07/06/2CD4 10:53
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44)'. D3 therefore disclosed the fulUength amino acid sequence o f human

BCMA. It also disclosed a polynucleotide encoding it (Fig. 4). The

location of tbe cysteine-rich pseudo repeat in BCMA is (though not

specifically referred to by the authors) also evident from the BCMA

sequence (Fig. 3). The region ftom cysteine residue 8 to cysteine residue

21 contains six cysteine residues and falls within SEO ID NO:10 of the

Opposed Patent (pages 45-47). A sequence corre$ponding 10 SEQ ID

NO: 10 is therefore disclosed in D3. D3 contains a broad teaching,

specifically disclosing that BCMA is preferentially expressed in mature B

lymphocytes and has been detected in lymphoid B-cell lines, and

suggesting that BCMA plays a role in the B lymphocj^e development

process. D3 also discloses antibodies specific to BCMA.

n. As discussed above, claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent arc

drafted in ^'Swiss style" and cover compositions which include the

extracellular domain of BCMA and other BCMA fragment? (amino, acid

rcsidueji S-37 and 148 of SEQ ID N0:5f), fiasion proteins containing

BCMA and BCMA Augments (residues 8-37, 41-88, 8-88. 89-150 and 148

of SEQ ID N0:8 and the extracellular domain of BCMAl, and antibodies

and antibody fmgments specific to BCMA (SEQ ID N0:8). They also

cover compositions comprising polypeptides of SEQ ID NO: 10 (the

cysteine rich pseudo repeat) and antibodies and antibody fragments specific

to such polypeptides. However, they do not claim a therapeutic application

(T 4/98) but rather they refer to intrinsic biological activities ofBCMA and

related substances. As these claims are not valid medical use claims, the

prior disclosure of these relevant substances deprives these claims of

novelty.

79. Further, BCMA's biological activities are disclosed in D3. Fur instance,

the role ofBCMA in relation to B lymphocytes is disclosed in D3 (e.g. in

There are some discrepancies in the Opposed Patent regarding the sequence number for the

BCMA sequence. For instance, page 3 at line 53 suggests lhat SEQ ID NO:6 is BCMA

Eiipf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:53 EinPf.nr.:651 P.035
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the abstract where the BCMA geae is reported to be preferentially

expressed in B lymphocytes suggesting a role for the gene in the B

lymphocyte development process). Accordingly, lie disclosure of BCMA

(e.g. Fig. 3), antibodies specific to BCMA (.e.g. in the conclusions at the

end of page 1153 the autihors note such antibodies have been obtained) and

the BCMA sequence which includes the sequence of the cysteme-rich

region in D3 anticipates clams I to 15 and 22 to 24.

80. As noted above, claun 36 of the Opposed Patent covers pbaimaceuUcal

compositions including compositions -made from antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to BCMA (SEQ ID T^0:8) or Jrora antibodies or

antibody fragmenis specific to the consensus polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 10 and a phannaceutically acceptable carrier. However, as noted

above, antibodies specific lo BCMA (a region m the sequence of which

falls within SEQ ID NO:10) are disclosed in D3. D3 therefore anticipates

claim 36.

81. In light of the above, claims 1 to 16. 22 to 24 and 36 lack novelty under

Article 54 EPC over D3. To the extent that any aspect of claims 1 to 1 6, 22

to 24 and 36 is not disclosed by D3. these claims lack inventiye step over

D3 (see below).

D4-GrasetaL

82. D4 is an article entitled "BCMAp: an integral membrane protein in the

Golgi apparatus of human mature B lymphocytes" that was published in

International Immunology in July 1995. D4 is therefore prior art under

Articles 54(2) and 56 EPC and aN-ailable as a reference for assessing both

the novelty and inventive step of the alleged invcntian(s) claimed in the

Opposed Patent. D4 shares several of the .same authors as D3 and

originates from the same laboratories. It also concerns BCMA.

whilst page 6 at line 50 sugEBis ii is SEQ [D NO:8. Ho^vever the :iitiii.Q add saqiicnce for
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83. D4 describes human BCMA. It does not specifically set ml its mino acid

sequence bul refeis directly to earlier papers, including D3, where the

sequence (which is 100% identical to the human BCMA protein, sequence

referred to as 'SEQ ID N0:8' in the Opposed Patent) and polynucleotides

encoding it were given. Tliese papers and the referenced sequences are

therefore incorporated by reference (T 153/85). As noted above, the

BCMA sequence disclosed in the D3 citation referred to includes a region

corresponding to SEQ ID NO:10 as defined in the Opposed Patent. D4

contains a broad teaching, and specifically discloses thai BCMA

expressed in B lymphocytes at the pre-B cell stage with expres-sion

increasing with B lymphocyte maturation, that expression of BCM.^ is

linked to differentiation in B lymphocytes and that BCMA plays a role in

the intracellular traffic of immunoglobulin. D4 also discloses antibodies

specific to BCMA and a BCMA ftision protein.

84. As discussed above, claims I to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in "Swiss style" and cover compositions which include the

extracellular domain of BCMA and other BCMA Iragments (amino acid

residues 8-37 and 1-48 of SEQ ID N0:8), fusion pioieins containing the

BCMA and BCMA fiagments (residues 8-37, 41-88, 8-88, 89-150 and 1-48

of SEQ ID N0:8 and the extracellular domain of BCMA), and antibodies

and antibody fxagmenLs specific to BCMA (SEQ ID N0:8). They also

cover compositions comprising polypeptides of SEQ ID NO: 10 (the

cysteine ri.ch pseudo repeal) and antibodies and antibody fragments specific

to such polypeptides. However, they do not claim a therapeutic application

(T 4/98) but rather they refer to intrinsic biological activities of TACl,

BCMA and similar ztnf4 receptors and related substances. As these claims

are not valid medical use claims, the prior disclosure of tliese relevant

substances deprives these claims of novelty.

SEO ID NO:8 (page 44) is that ot'human BCMA.
immm 3
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85. Further. BCMA's biological activities are disclosed in 04. For instance,

tlie expression in B lymphocytes ai the pre-B cell stage with cxpressioa

increasing with B lymphocyte maturation and BCMA's role in the

differentiation stage of B lymphocytes and in the inlracdlular traffic of

iiiOTunoglobuIin are disclosed in D4 (e.g. in the abstract). Accordingly, the

disclosure ofBCMA (by reference to papers, including D3, which provide

"

ihe amino acid sequence of BCMA including its cysteine-rich region), a

BCMA fusion protein and method of its prepararion (e.g. page 1094 where

preparation of a GST-BCMA fasion protein is described), and antibodies

specific to BCMA and methods of their preparation (e.g. page 1094) in D4

anticipates claims 1 to 1 6 and 22 to 24.

*

/

S6. As noted above, claim 36 of the Opposed Patent covers pharmaceutical

compositions including compositions made from antibodies or antibody

iragments specific to BCMA (SBQ ID N0:8) or antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the consensus polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10 and a

phamiaccutically acceptable carrier. However, as noted above, antibodies

tjpecific to BCMA (a region in the sequence of which talis within SEQ ID

NO: 10) are disclosed in D4- D4 therefore anticipates claim 36.

87. Claim 37 covers compositions according to claim 36 where the antilx^dy or

antibody fragment is selected from the group consisting of (a) polyclonal

antibody; (fa) murine monoclonal antibody; (c) humanized antibody derived

trom (b), and, (d) human monoclonal antibody. D4 discloses sucli

antibodies specific to BCMA (e.g. page 1094 where the preparation of

polyclonal cmtibodies specific to BCMA is described). Claim 37 is

therefore anticipated by D4. To the extent that any aspect of claims 36 and

37 is not disclosed by D4, these claims lack inventive step over D4 (see

below),

58. In light of the above, claims 1 to 16, 22 to 24, 36 and 37 lack noveltj' under

Article 54 EPC over D4. To the extent that any aspect of claims I to 1 6, 22

imuhiio 32
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to 24, 36 and 37 is not disclosed by D4, these; claims lack inventive step

over D4 (see below).

DS-Madry ctal-

89. D5 is an article entitled ""The characterization of murine BCMA gene

defines it as a new member of the tiroor necrosis factor receptor

superfamily" that was published in International Immunology in November

1998. D5 is therefore prior art under Articles 54(2) and 56 EPC and

available as a reference for assessing both the novelty and inventive step of

the alleged inventiDn(s) claimed in the Opposed Patent. D5 shares several

of the same authors with D4 and D3 and originates from the same

laboratories. It also concerns BCMA.

90. D5 describes both murine and human BCMA and gives the amino acid

sequences for both (Fig. 2). The human BCMA amino acid sequence

disc]o?>ed in 05 is 100% identical to the human BCMA protein sequence

referred to as 'SEQ ID N0:8' in the Opposed Patent (page 3 at line 53 and

Fig U P^ge 79)"^. D5 therefore discloses the Full-length amino acid

sequence of human BCMA. It also discloses a polyniicleotide encoding it

(L-ig. 2). The location ofthe cysteine-rich pscudo repeat in BCMA is also

specifically disclosed in D5 (e.g. Fig. 3 where the 6 cysteine residues in the

conserved region are identified). This region (residues 8 to 21) falb within

SEQ ID NO:10 of ihe Opposed Patent (pages 45-47). A sequence

corresponding to SEQ ID NO:10 is therefore specilically disclosed in D5,

D5 contains a broad teaching, specifically disclosing tlmt BCMA is a TNF

superfamily receptor which is likely to play a role in the development and

regulation of the immune system, and that it is preferentially expressed in

lymphoid organs and B lymphocytes. D3 also identifies tlte cytoplasmic,

irans-jncmbrane and extracellular regions ofBCMA.

$ee footnuic3.
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91, /^s discussed above, claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in "Swiss style'' and cover compositions which include the

extracellular domain of BCMA and other BCMA fragments (amino acid

residues ^-37 and 148 of SEQ ID N0:8), fusion proteins containing

BCMA and BCMA fragments (residues 8-37, 41-88, 8-88, 89-150 and 1-4$

of SHQ ID N0:8 and the extracellular domain of BCMA), and tmlibodies

and antibody fragments specific to BCMA (SEQ ID N0:8). They also

cover compositions comprising polypeptides of SEQ ID NOrlO (the

cysteine rich pseudo repeat) and antibodies and antibody fragmenb; specific

to such polypeptides. However, ihey do not claim a therapeutic application

(T 4/98) but rather they refer to intrinsic biological activities ofBCMA and

related substances. As these claims are not valid medical use claims, the

prior disclosure of these relevant substances deprives tliese claims of

novelty.

92. Further, BCMA's biological activities are disclosed in D5, For instance,

ihe preferential expression of BCMA in mauire B lymphocytes and the

likely role of BCMA in regulating immune response are disclosed in D5

(e.g. pages 1694 and 1701). Accordin^y, the disclosure ofBCMA (Fig 3)

and its extracellular region (e.g. page 1698 where Fig 3 identifies the

transmembrane region and the N-terrain'al region containing conserved

cysteines and the latter region is said to be normally found in the

extracellular domain of TNF receptor proteins) in D5 anticipates claims 1

to 16 and 22 to 24,

93. In liglit of the above, cldms 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 lack novelty under Article

54 EPC over D5. To the extent thai any aspect of claims 1 to 1 6 and 22 to

24 is not disclosed by D5, these claims lack inventive step over D5 (see

belovir).

Eiipf.2eit:07/06/2004 10:55
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D6 -WO 98/1 8?21 CHuman Genome Sciences, Inc.)

94. D6 is an application in the name of the Opponent It was filed on 25

October 1996 and published on 7 May 1998. D6 is therefore prior art

under Articles 54(2) and 56 EPC and available as a reference for assessing

both the novelty and inventive step of the alleged inventionCs) claimed in

the Opposed Patent.

95. 06 describe$ ztnt^ (referred to as Neutrokine-alpha). a 285 amino acid

protein and gives its amino acid sequence as 'SEQ ID N0:2' (pages 79-

m. As noted above, SEQ ID N0:18 is the "z:lnr4 fragment", a polypeptide

fragment of the human ztnf4 protein which omits N-tcrminal residues 1 to

21. Amino acid residues 22 to 285 of SEQ ID N0:2 in D6 are 100%

identical to the sequence given for *SEQ E) NO: 18' in the Opposed Patent

(pages 51-52)

96. D6 was the first disclosure ofthe fiill length amino add sequence of zmf4

its well as a polynucleotide encoding it. D6 contains a broad teaching,

specificaUy disclosing the production of ^tnf4 and Ttnin polypeptides using

vectors, host cells and recombinant methods as well as describing

screening methods for identifying agonists and antagonists of ztnf4 activity

(including antibodies specific for ztnf4). Funhermore, D6 describes

methods for detecting immune system related disorders and pharmaceutical

compositions comprising ztnf4-related substances (including antibodies)

for their treatment

97. As discussed above, claims 3 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in "Swiss style" and cover compositions which include antibodies

or antibody fragments specific to the ?.lnr4 fragment l lowever, they do not

claim a therapeutic application (J 4/98) but rather ihey refer lo intrinsic

biological activities of zinf4 related substances. As tliese claims arc not

valid medical use claims, the prior disclosure of these relevant substances

dupiives these claims of novelty. Accordingly, since D6 .specifically

2U04-I6«ll 35
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discloses the ZmfA ftagment (e.g. page 30 line 27), anribodiefj and antibody

•Iragtnenls specific to ^4 polypeptides and methods of preparine s^ch

ajitibodies and antibody fragments (e.g- page 45 line 26 to page 4S line 1 2),

claims 3-1 6 and 22 to 24 are anticipated by »6.

98. Moreover, even if these biologically defined claims were acceptable as

proper medical use claims, they would still lack novelty based on B6. For

instance, D6 discloses that 2M4 is a cytokine (liat plays roles in processes

thai include c>totoxicity, necrosis, apoptosis, co-srirnulation, proliferation,

lymph node formation, imtnunoglobdin class switch and dilTerentiatioa

(page 14 at lines 19-23) and that it is linked to disorders including

immunodeficiencies, septic shock,, inflammation, graft-host rejection and

RA amongst others (page 12 at lines 12-25). The role of ztnf4 in binding to

Its receptors (now known to include TACl, BCMA and BR43?c2) is

di5cl<?sed in D6 along with means of identiiying receptors (e.g, page 54

at lines 2-1 S). D6 also discloses the use of aniagonists (such as antibodies

to 2;mf4 polypeptides) in conjunction with ^tnf4 and its receptor (e.g, page

55 ai lines 9-18), their use to prevent the action of ztnf4 by excluding z:tnt4

from binding (e.g, page 55 at lines 9-23), and the use of antibodies to

inhibit rtnf4 aciiyiiy in- pharmaceutical compositions (e.g. page 57 at lines

24-28). Claim 3 of the Opposed Patent is therefore anticipated,

99. Claims 4-12 cover uses of &sion proteins which are ultimately dependent

on claims 1-3. D6 discloses fusion proteins comprising zml4 polypeptides

and other polypeptides, and means for their production (e.g. page 27 line

20 to page 28 line 16 and page 41 line 19 to page 42 line 2). Insofar as

claims 4-12 cover fusion proteins containing the ztnf4 fragment, the claims

are therefore anticipated by D6. To the extent that any aspect of claims 3-

12 is not disclosed by D6, these claims lack inventive step over D6 (see

below)-

100. Claims 13 to 15 cover uses of substances including antibodies or antibody

fnigrnents specific lu the ztnt4 fragment in the tralmcnl oi" 1-^ lymphocytes.

2rtn.uf.no 3$
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The use of ztni"4 antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies und antibody

fragments) to treat B lymphocytes is disclosed in 06 (e.g. page 56 al lines

15-17). Claims 13 to 15 are therefore anticipaled despite the fact thai il is

not clem' from the Oppo$ed Pateat what "iTcalment of B lymphocjtes"

means (see the section on insufficiency below). To the extent that any

aspect of claims 13 to 15 is not disclosed by D6, these claims lack

inventive step over D6 (sec below).

101. Claim 22 covers use of compounds including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztnf4 fiagment for inhibiting effector T ceH.$. D6

discloses the use of ztnf4 antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies and

antibody fragments) for inhibiting T cells (e.g. page 56 at lines 15-17),

Claim 22 is therefore anticipated by D6. Claims 23 and 24 cover uses

according to claun 22 for the biological activilies of moderating knmime

response and effectmg immunosuppression respectively. As noted above,

D6 discloses the use of Etnf4 aniagonists in the treatment of autoimmune

diseases and chronic inflammatory diseases. Claims 23 and 24 are

therefore anticipated by D6. To the e?ctent that any aspect of claims 22 to

24 is not disclosed by D6, these claims lack inventive step over l>6 (see

below).

102. Claims 17 to 19, 21 and 25 to 28 are also formulated in **Swi.ss 5tyle'\

being directed to specific diseases of the immune system. However, such

uses of antibodies or antibody fragments specific to ztnf4 polypeptides

such a$ the ztnf4 fragment are disclosed in D6. Claim 17 concerns the use

according to claim 16 of substances including such antibodies where tlie

antibody production is associated with autoimmune disease. Treatment of

autoimmune disease using Ztnf4 antagonists (such as the claimed

antibodies and antibody fragments) is disclosed in .D6 (e.g. page 56 at lines

1 5-] 8), D6 therefore anticipates claim 1 7.

103. Claim IS concerns the use according to claim 17 of substances including

antibodies or antibody fragments specific to the ztnl^ fragment where the

2t)U446(J!) 37
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autoirnmune disease is SLE, myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis, or RA.

Uses of ztaf4 antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies and antibody

fragments) for treatment of such conditions are disclosed in D6 (e.g,

muhiple sclerosis on page 56 at lineis 19-20 and RA on page 8 at lines 8-11

and page 57 at line 9-1 1). Claim I S is therefore anticipated by D6.

104. Claim 19 concerns tiie use according lo claims 1 to 18 of substances

including antibodies or antibody fragments specific to the ztnf^- fragment

for treatment of asthma, bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure,

D6 discloses use of ztnf4 antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies and

antibody fragments) for treating such conditions (eg. asthma on page 57 al

lines 34 and 19-23), and therefore anticipates claim 19.

105. Claim 21 concerns the use according to claims I to 20 of substances

including antibodies or antibody fragments specific to the ztnl4 fmgmsnt

for treatment of renal neoplasms^ multiple myelomas, lymphomai?, light

chain neuropathy or amyloidosis. The ttse of ztnf4-related substances for

such treatments is disclosed in D6 (e.g., for treating tumors on page 44 at

lines 5-7 or for treating lymphocytic leukemias on page 49 at lines 25-27).

D6 therefore anticipates claim 21.

106. Claim 25 concerns the use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the 2:tnf4 fragment according io claim 24 referred to

above where the immunosuppression is associated with graft rejection,

graft versus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation. l"he use of

ztnf4 antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies and antibody fragments)

to treat such conditions is disclosed in D6 (e.g. autoimmimc disease and

inllammation on page 56 at Imes I5-19..a0d page 57 at lines 4-6 and 15-

16). D6 therefore anticipates claim 25.

107. Claim 26 concerns the use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment according lo claim 17 referred to

above where the auloimmune disease is in.sulin dependeni diabetes mejlitiis

Einpf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:56 Enpf.nr.:651 P.044
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or Crohn's Disease, The use of zlnR antagooisls ($uch as the claimed

anribodies and antibody fragments) to treat such conditions is disclosed in

D6 (e.g. insulin dependent diabetes on page 56 at lines 19-20). D6

therefore anticipates claim 26.

108. Claim 27 concerns the use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment according to claims 1 to 26

referred to above for treatment ofinflammation. Claim 28 concem.s the use

of substances including such antibodies according to claim 27 ivhere the

inflammation is associated with joint pain, swelling, anemia or septic

shock. The use of ztnf* antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies and

antibody fragments) to treat inflammatory diseases, including anemia and

RA and associated joint problems is disclosed in 06 (e.g. page 12 lines 8-

1 1 and page 57 at lines 941 and 18-19). D6 therefore anticipates claims

27 and 28. To the extent that any aspect of claims 17 to 19, 21 and 25 to

2? is not disclosed by D6, these claims lack inventive step over D6 ($ee

below).

109. In light of the above, claims 3 to 19 and 21 to 28 lack novelty under Article

54 EPC over D6. To the extent that any aspect of claims 3 to 19 and 21 to

28 is not disclosed by D6, these claims lack inventive step over D6 (see

below).

D7™ EP 0 869 180 Al (SmithKIine Beecham Corp.)

110. J>7 is an application in the name of SmithKIine Beecham Corporation. It

was filed on 1 April 1998 and published on 7 October 1998. D7 is

therefore prior arc under Articles 54(2) and 56 EPC and available as a

reference for assessing both the novelty and inventive step of the alleged

invention(s) claimed in the Opposed Patent

111. D7 describes ztnt4 (referred to as "TL5") and gives its amino acid

sequence as 'SEQ ID N0:2' (page 18). Amino acid residuefi 22 to* 285 of
2004461)0 39
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SEQ n> N0:2 in D7 are 100% identical to the sequence given for 'SEQ ID

N0:18' in the Opposed Patent (pages 51-52), the ztntH fragment referred to

above. Like D6» D7 contains a broad teaching, specifically disclqsing the

production of ^f4 and ztof4 polypeptides, agonists and antagonists of

4:tnf4 activity (including antibodies specific for ztnf4 polypeptides) and

treatment of immune system related disorders using pharmaceuiical

compositions comprising such substances.

1 12. As discussed above, claims 3 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in ''Swiss style'' and cover compositions which include antibodies

or antibody fragments specific to the ztnf4 ftagment. Howver, tliey do not

claim a therapeutic application (T 4/98) but rather they refer to intrinsic

biological activities of ztnf4 related substances. M these claims are not

valid medical use claims, the prior disclosure of these relevant substances

deprives these claims of novelty. Accordingly, since I>7 discloses the ztnf4

fragment (e.g, page 5 lines 16-22)^ and antibodies and antibody fragments

specific 10 ztnf4 polypeptides and methods of preparing them (e.g. page 12

at lines 7-27), claims 3-1 6 and 22 lo 24 are anticipated by D7.

113. Moreover, even if these biologically defined claims were acceptable as

proper medical use claims, they would still lack novelty based on D7. For

instance, a number of the disorders thai can be treated with /.lnf4 related

molecule? are disclosed (e.g. on page 3 at lines 4-8) and means of treating

conditions invol-sdng both over and under-production of zmf4 are described

(e-g. page 14 at lines 10 to 46). The role of ztnt"4 in binding to ils receptors

(now known to include TACI, BCMA and BEl43x2) is disclosed in D7

along with means of identifying the receptors (e.g. page 13 at lines 45-52).

D7 also discloses the use of antagonists' (such as antibodies to z;tnf4

polypeptides) in combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier for

inhibiting mf4 by blocking the binding of related molecules .such as

receptors to alleviate abnormal conditions (eg. page 14 at lines 17-21).

Claim 3 ofthe Opposed Patent is therefore anticipated.

2UU4461I0
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1

1 14, Claims 4-J2 cover uses of fusion proteins which are ullimatcly dependent

on claims 1-3. D7 discloses fusion proteins comprising zlnf4 polypeptides

and other polypeptides (e.g. page 5 at lines 12-22). Insofar as claims 4-12

cover fusion proteins containing the ztnf4 fragment, rhe claims are

therefore anticipated by D7. To the extent that any aspect of claims 3-12 is

not disclosed by D7, these claims inventive step over D7 (see below).

115. Claims 17. 18, 21 and 25 to 28 are also formulaled in "Swiss style", being

directed towards specific diseases of the immune system. However, such

uses of antibodies or antibody fragments specific to ztnf4 polypeptides

such as the zlnft fragment are disclosed in D7, Claim 17 concerns the use

according to clahn 16 of substances including such antibodies where the

antibody production is associated with autoimmune disejise. Treahnenl of

autoimmune diseases using ztnf4 antibodies (such a.s the claimed

antibodies and antibody fragments) is disclosed in D7 (e.g. page 1 2 al lines

24-25). D7 therefore anticipates claim 17,

1 16. Claim 18 concerns the use according to claim 17 of substances including

antibodies or antibody fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment where the

autoimmune disease is SLE, myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis, or RA.

.Uses of ztnf4 antibodies (such as the claimed antibodies and antibody

fragments) for treatment of such conditions are disclosed ia D7 (e.g.

aitliritis on page 12 at line 24). Claim 1 8 is therefore anticipated by D7.

117, Claim 21 concerns the use according to claims 1 lo 20 of substances

including antibodies or antibody fragments specific lo the ztiif4 fragment

for treatment of renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, lymphomas, light

chain neuropathy or amyloidosis. The use of ztnf4-related substances for

such treatments is disclosed in B7 (eg. for treating cancers stich as

lymphoproliferative disorders on page 12 al lines 24-27). 07 dicrcforc

anticipates claim 21.

20{M46U»
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118. Claim 25 concerns the use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the rtnf4 fragment according lo claim 24 referred lo

above where the immunosuppression is associated with graft rejection,

graft versus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflamniarion. The use of

ztnf4 antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies and antibody fragments)

to treat such conditions is disclosed in D7 (e.g. for transplant rejection and

graft vs. host disease on page 12 at lines 24-27). D7 therefore anticipates

claim 25.

1 19. Claim 26 concerns the use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment according to claim 17 referred to

above where the autoimmune (Ksease is insulin dependent diabetes mellitus

or Crohn's Disease. Crohn's disease is an inflammatory bowel disease, the

general name for diseases that cause inflammation in the intestines. D7

teaches that anti-ztnf4 antibodies may be used to treat inflammatory bowel

disease at page 12 at line 24-27. D7 therefore anticipates claim 26.

120. Claim 27 concerns the use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specii5c to the zmf4 fragment according to claims l-2(> referred

lo above for treatment of inflammation. Claim 28 concerns the use of

substances including such antibodies according to claim 27 where the

inflammation is associated with joint pain, swelling, anemia cjr septic

.shock. The use of ztnf4 antagonists (such as the claimed antibodies and

antibody fragments) to treat inflammatory diseases, including arthritis (key

symptoms of which are joint pain and swelling) is disclosed in D7 (e.g.

page 12 at line 24). D7 therefore anticipates claims 27 and 2il. To the

extent that any aspect of claims 17, 18, 21 and 25 to 28 is not disclosed by

D7, these claims lack inventive step over D7 (see below).

121. fn h'ght ofthe above, claims 3 lo 1 8 and 21 to 28 lack novelty under Article

54 KPC over D7. To the extent that any aspect of claims 3 to 1 8 and 2 1 to

2S is not disclosed by D7, these claims lack inventive step over D7 (see

below).
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D8 -WO 98/55620 (Regenc^roD Pharmaceiiticals, Inc.)

122. PS is an application in the name of Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc. it

was filed oa 3 June 1998 and published on 10 December 1998. D8 is

therefore prior art under Articles 54(2) and 55 EPC and available as a

reference for assessing both the novelty and inventive step of tlic alleged

invention(s) claimed in the Opposed Patent.

123. D8 describes a fragment of ztnf4 (refen-ed to as HITMAN NTN-2), a 264

amino acid polypeptide and discloses its amino acid sequence (page 16),

which is 100% identical to the 7:tnf4 jfeigment refcrrcd t<3 as 'SEQ ID

NO: 18' in the Opposed Patent (pages 51 and 52). D8 therefore disclosed

the complete amino acid sequence of the human ztnf4 fragment. It also

disclosed a polynucleotide encoding it (page 16). Like D6 and D7, D8

contains a broad teaching, specifically disclosing the production of the

ztnf4 fragment, antibodies specific to the ztnf4 ftagitient and methods of

making and using the z;tnf4 fragment and related molecules in compositions

for diagnosis and therapy, and in the biopharraaceutical industry.

124. As di$cussed above, claims 3 to 1 5 and 22 lo 24 of the Opposed Patent ai-e

drafted in "Swiss style" and cover compositions which include antibodies

or antibody fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment. However, they do not

claim a therapeutic application (T 4/9S) but rather they refer to intruasic

biological activities of ztnf4 related substances. As these claims are not

valid medical use claims^ the prior disclosure of these relevant substances

deprives these claims of novelty. Accordingly, ihe specific disclosure of

the zinfA fragment (page 16), antibodies and antibody fragnients specific to

the zint4 fragment and methods of preparing such antibodies and antibody

firagments (c.^. page 11 line 19 to page 13 line 9 and claim 1 1) anticipates

claims 3 to 1 6 and 22 to 24. Further. D8 discloseg the use of such

molecules in pharmaceutical compositions (e.g. claims 14 and 15).

201)44 fiOl)
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125. In light of tlie above, claims 3 to 15 and 22 to 24 lack noyelty under Article

54 EPC over DS. To the ext^t that any aspect of claims 3 to 1 6 and 22-24

is not disclosed by D8j these claims lack inventive step over (see

below),

(7v^ Lack pfmvdty (Article 54 EPC) assessed at the Later Priority Dale

126. Based on the Later Priority Date, in addition to Dl to D8, Schneider et al.

{D9), Mackay et al (DIO) and Moore ei ai. (Dll) are available for novelty

purposes in respect of ai least claims 1, 3 to 7, 10 to 12, 15, 18 lo 22, 25 to

28 and 36, The contents of the US patents DI2 to D17 referred to above

are also available for novelty since those applications were filed before the

Later Priority date and were subsequently used to claim priority for PCT

applications which formed the basis of European Patent applications as

described above. In respect of D12 to D17, the Opponent ha.s referred to

the original priority filings, it being understood that the same disclosure is

included (m addition to other material) in the corresponding PCT

applications as filed.

D9 Schneider et al.

127. D9 is an article entitled "BAFF, a Novel TJgand of the Tumour Necrosis

Factor Family, Stimulates B Cell Growth" that was published in the Journal

of E?qperimental Medicine on 7 June 1999, D9 is cited as a reference in the

Opposed Patent.

128. D9 describes human and murine ztnf4 (referred to as *^BAFF'') and gives

their amino acid sequences in Fig. lA (page 1749)- The sequence oF amino

acid residues 22 to 285 of the human Hnf4 sequence is 100% identical to

the sequence given for 'SEQ ID N0:18' in the Opposed Patent (pages 51-

52), the 2tnf4 fragment referred to above. D9 also discloses experimental

data which suggests that ztnf4 plays an important role as a co-stimulator of

B cell proliferation and function. In addition, D9 discloses that the 3:tnf4

Empf .zeit:07/06/2004 10:58 EmPf.nr.:651 P.050
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receptor is .expressed on B cells as well as disclosing and describing

methods of making 2tnf4 fragments, fusion proteins and antibodies specific

to ztnf4.

129. As discussed above, claims 3 lo 1 6 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Parent are

drafted in "Swiss style" and cover compositions which include antibodies

or antibody fragments specific to the 2tnf4 Jxagment However, llicy do not

claim a therapeutic application (T 4/98) buL nither ihcy refer to inirinsic

biological activities of ictnf4 related substances. As these claims are not

valid medical use claims, the prior disclosure of these relevant substances

deprives these claims of novelty. Accordingly, since D9 discloses the

sequence of z^nf4 which includes the sequence of the ztnf4 fragment (Fig

lA. page 1749), antibodies and antibody fragments specific to ztnf4 and

methods of preparing them (e.g. page 1749) and >jtni4 fusion proteins (e.g.

the Flag-tagged short soluble hBAFF referred to on page 1749), claims 3-

16 and 22 to 24 are anticipated by D9.

130. Moreover^ even if these biologically defined claims were acceptable as*

proper medical use claims, they would still lack novelty based on For

instance, the co-stimulatory effect of 2tnf4 on immunoglobulin (Ig)

production is disclosed as is the role of ^tnf4 in T cell and/or dendritic cell-

induced B cell growth and polendal maturation (e.g. on page 1754), The

role of 2Cnf4 in binding to its receptors (now known to include TACJ,

BCMA and BR43x2) is disclosed in D9 along with the tact thai expression

oFlhe receptor occurs on B cells (e.g. page 1751). Claim 3 of the Oppased

Patent is therefore anticipated.

131. Claims 4-12 cover uses of fusion proiaias which are ultimately dependent

on claims 1-3. D9 discloses fusion proteins comprising ztnf4 polypeptides

and other polypeptides (e,g. page 174*'^ referred lo above:). Insofkr as

claims 4-12 cover fusion proteins containing the zlnr4 fragment, the claims

are therefore anticipated by D9. To the extent Lliat imy aspect of claims 3-

Enpf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:58
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12 IS not disclosed by D9, these claims lack inventive step over J>9 (see

below).

1 32. In light of ihe above, claims 3 to 1 6 and 22 to 24 lack novelty under Article

54 KPC over D9. To the extent that any aspect oF 3 to 16 and 22 to 24 is

not disclosed by D9, these claims lack inventive step over D9 (see below).

DlO-Mackay et a!.

133. DIO is an article entitled "Mice Transgenic for SAFF Develop

Lymphocytic Disorders Along with AutoiniTnime Manifestations"' that was

published in the Journal of Experimental Medicine on 6 December 1 999.

134. DIO describes experiments conducted involving murine z:tiif4 (referred, to

as "BAFF") produced ftom a PGR fragment gcncmed by reverse

Iranscriplion-PCR using the sequence inlbnnalion from DIO. Although ihc

sequence of human xtnf4 is not expressly set out vyitluii DIO, DIO refers

directly to D9 which it cites as reference (23) in relation to the sequence of

murine ztnft. DIO therefore also mcorporates the human ^t^f4 sequence

(and hence 'SEQ ID N0:18' of the Opposed Patent which forms a part of

it) by reference (T 153/85), since both sequences arc present in the same

figure in D9 (Fig lA). Other ztnf4 related disclosures in D9 ai^^ also

incorporated by reference, DlCs broad teaching also includes the

diiijclosure of ztnf4's role as a co-stimulator of B cell proliferation and

function and DIO links ^^nf4 over production with various^ disorders of the

immune system,

135. As discussed above, claims 3 to 1 6 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in '^Swiss style'' and cover compositions which include antibodie$

or antibady fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment However, tlicy do not

claim a therapeutic application ('i' 4/98) but mther they refer to intrinsic

biological activities of zt0f4 related substances. As these claims are not

valid medical use claim.?, the prior disclosure of these relevant .^lubstanccs

Enpf.zeit:07/06/2004 10:58 Bipf.nr.:651 P.052
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deprives tliese claims of novelty. Accordingly, since DlO incorporates by

reference the disclosures of D9 referred to above, elaimH 3 to 16 and 22 to

24 are anticipated by Dl 0.

136. Moreover, even if these biologically defined claims were acceptable as

proper medical use claims, they would sitill lack novelty based on DlO. For

instance, ihe co-stimulatory effect of zlnf4 on B cell growth in conjunction

with B cell receptor activation is disclosed in DlO (e.g. on page 1706). as is

the fact that ztnf4 induces the proliferation and survival of B cells (e.g.

page 1708). Claim 3 of the Opposed Patent is therefore anticipated.

137. Claims 4 to 12 cover uses of fiision proteins which are ultimately

dependent on claims 1-3. DlO discloses fcion proLeim comprising murine

ztnf4 polypeptides and other polypeptides (e.g. page 1699 where mouse

soluble Flag-tagged ztnf4 is disclosed) and also incorporates by reference

fiision proteins discteed in D9 referred lo above. Insofar as claims 4 to 12

cover fusion proteins containmg tiie ztnf4 fragment, the claims are

therefore anticipated by DlO, To the extent that any aspect of claims 3 to

12 is not discIo.sed by DlO, these claims lack inventive step over DlO (see

below).

13S. Claims 16 to 20 are also formulated in "Swiss style'-, being directed

towards specific diseases of the immune system. Claim 17 concerns the

use according to claim 16 of substances including antibodies or antibody

fhigments specific to the ztnf4 fragment where the antibody production is

associated with autoimmune di$ease. DlO discloses that oyer expression of

r.tnf4 leads to the emergence of autoimmune manifestations and gives

examples of such manifestations (e.g. page 1706). DlO ihercfore

anticipates claim 17.

139. Claim 18 concerns the use according to claim 17 of substances including

antibodies or antibody fragments .specific to the ztnf4 fragment where the

autoimmune disc£ise is SLE, mya.5thenia gravis:, multiple sclerosis, or RA,
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PJO discloses that over expression of ztnf4 led to conditions such as SLE

and RA in murine models (e.g, pages 1075, 1708 and 1709). Claim IS is

therefore anticipated by DIO.

140. Claim 19 covers the use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment for treatment of asthma,

bronchitis^ emphysema and end stage renal failure, and claim 20 covers

uses according to claim 19 where the renal disease is glomeailonephritis,

vasculitis, nephritis or pyelonephritis, DIO discloses that over expression

of z;tnf4 led to a condition reminiscent of lupus-iike nephritis in murine

models (e.g. page 1075), and nephritis is a disease that can be associated

with renal failure. DIO therefore anticipates claims 19 and 20. To the

extent that any aspect of claims 16 to 20 is not disclosed by 1310, these

claims lack inventive step over DIO (see below).

14K In light ofthe above, claims 3 to 20 and 22 to 24 lack novelty under Article

54 BPC over DIO. To the extent that any aspect of 3 to 20 and 22 Ui 24 ijj

not di3clased by DlO, these claims lack inventive step over DiO (sec

below).

Dll - Moore etal

142- Dll is an article entitled '3LyS: Member of the rumour Necrosis Factor

Family and B Lymphocyte Stimulator" that was published in Science on 9

July 1 999. Dl 1 is cited as a reference in the Opposed Patent

143. DU describes human ^tnf4 (referred to as "BLyS'l and gives its amino

acid sequence in Fig. I (page 261). Amino acid residues 22 to 285 of the

liunian sequence are 100% identical to the sequence given for 'SEQ ID

NO: 18" in the Opposed Patent (pages 51-52), the j:tnf4 fragment referred to

above. Dll also discloses that ztnt4 plays an importanl role as a co-

slimulalor of B cell proliferation and function, and that the ^tnf4 receptor is

expressed on B cells. In addition Dll di.<icIosej4 /.tnf4 fusion proteins- tmd
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antibodies specific to ztnf4 and their possible utility In immune system

related disorders.

144, AS discussed above, claims 3 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patenl are

drafted in '^Svviss style^ and cover compositions which include antibodies

'

or antibody fragments specific to the ztaf4 fragment. However, they do not

claim a therapeutic application (T 4/98) but rather they reicr to intrinsic

biological activities of zta^ related substances. As these claims are not

valid medical tise claims, the prior disclosure of these relevant substanctrs

deprives these claims of novelty. Accordingly, since Dll discloses the

sequence of ztnf4, which includes the sequence of the ztnf4 fragment, and a

method of its preparation (Fig, 1, page 261 and footnote 28, page 263),

antibodies specific to Hnf4 (e.g. ztEf4-specific monoclonal antibodies are

disclosed on page 260) and z:tnf4 fusion proteins (e,g. the Flag-lagged ztnf4

referred to in the legend to Fig 3, page 262), claims 3 to i 6 and 22 to 24 arc

anticipated by Dll.

145, Moreover, even if these biolopcally defined claims were acceptable aB

proper medical use claims, they would still lack novelty based on Dll. For

instance, the effect of zuif4 inducing B cell proliferation and

immunoglobulin secretion is disclosed (e.g. in the summary on page 260),

as is the role of ztntH in binding to its receptors (now known to include

TACL 8CMA and BR43x2) and their location on B cells (e.g. page 261).

Claim 3 of tlie Opposed Patent is therefore anticipated,

146, Claints 4-12 cover uses of ftisioE proteins which arc ultimately dependent

on claims I to 3. Dll discloses fiision proteins comprising ztnf4

polypeptides and other polypeptides (e.g. page 262 referred to above).

Insofar as claims 4-12 cover fusion proteins containing the ztnf4 fragment,

the claims are therefore anticipated by Dl I. To the extent that any aspect

of claims 3-12 is not disclosed by Dll, these claims lack inventive step

over Dll (see below).

2m'M 49
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[47. CiairB5 13 to 1 5 cover uses of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztnf4 fagmem in the treatnit:nt of B lymphocytes.

As noted above, ztnf4's role as a B cell stimulator is discloHed in DJ 1, as is

the use of ztnf4-Telated antagonisus (such as the claimed antibodies and

antibody rtagmeots) as thempies to treat B cell disorders? (e.g. page 263).

Claims 13 to 15 are therefore anticipated despite the fact that it is i^ot clear

from tlie Opposed Patent what ^^catmenl of B lymphocytes^ mean$ (see

ihe section on insufficiency below). To the extent that any aspect of claims

13 to 1 5 is not disclosed by Dll, these claims lack inventive step over D11

(see below),

148. Claims 16 and 17 are also formulated in "Swss style'', being directed

towards specific diseases of the immune system. Claim 16 covers the use

according to clahns 1 to 15 of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztnf4 fragment where the medicament is for

inhibiting antibody production. Claim 17 concerns the use according to

ckim 16 of such substances where the antibody production is a$sociated

with autounmune disease. Dll disclosed that ztnf4 induces

immimoglobuUn production in mice (e.g.. Fig 4C) and that 2tnf4-related

antagoni.^ (such as the claimed antibodies and antibody fragments) may

find medical utility in treating B cell disorders associated with

autoimmunity (e.g. page 263). Dll therefore anticipates claims 16 and 17.

149. Claim 21 covers use of substances including antibodies or antibody

fragments specific to the ztni4 fragment for treatment ol* renal' neoplasms,

multiple myelomas, lymphomas, light chain neuropathy or amyloidosis.

1)11 discloses that ztnf4-related antagonists (such as ihe claimed

antibodies and antibody fragments) may find medical utility in trcatiug B

cell disorders associated with neoplasia (e.g. page 263). Dll therefore

anticipates claim 21-
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150. la light of Ihc above, claims 3 to 17 and 21 lack novelty under Article 54

EPC over PH. To the extent that any aspect of 3 to 17 and 21 is not

disclosed by Dll, these claims lack inventive step overDM (see below).

D12 to D!7 - US Patent applications 09/302,863, 60/149,378, 60/143,228,

09/255,794, 60/119,906, 60/166^71

151. lliese US patent applications were filed by Immunex Corp. (09/302,863,

D12), Biogen Inc. (60/149,37? and 60/143,228, DO and D14 rei>pectivdy)

the Opponent (09/255,794, D15) and Amgcn inc. (60/119,906 and

60/166^71, l>16 and P17 respectively) and formed tiie basis for PCT

applications which were later published and entered the European Phase as

European Patent applications as described more fully above and in Annex

A. D12 to D17 (insofar as they were incorporated into the relevant PCT

applications) are therefore prior art under Article 54(3) and available zs

references for assessing the novelty of the invetition(s) claimed in the

Opposed Patent

1 52. A:^ discustjed above, claims 1 to 16 and 22 to 24 of the Opposed Patent are

drafted in "Swiss style" and cover composi lions which include TACi

BR43?c2 and BCMA firagments and fusion proteins, and the c>'sieiae-rich

pseudo repeal of SEQ ID NO: 10; antibodies and antibody rragmenl.s lhat

bind TACI, BCMA, BR43x2, BR43x2 iragments, the cystcine-rich pscudo

repeal of SEQ ID NO: 10 and the ztnf4 fragment; and related moleculefi.

However, they do not clakn a therapeutic application (T 4/98) but rather

they refer to intrinsic biological activities of TACI, BR43x2, BCMA and

ztnf4 related substances. As these clauns are not valid medical use claims,

the prior disclosure of these relevant substances deprives these claims of

novelty. Further, the relevant biological activities arc disclosed in each of

DJ2 to D17. The role and biological activities of TACI and related

substances is disclosed in 012, whilst D13 disclosed the role and biological

acUvilics of BCMA and each of D14 to D17 disclosed the role and

biolugiual actlvhies of 7.tnf4.

2t)n-wfi00 5
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153. Accordingly, the disclosure in D12 of the extracellular domain of TACJ

(e.g. page 6 at lines 1-3 and page 12, lines 15-16), other TACI fragments

(e.g. page 5 lines 31-35), TACI fasion proteins (e.g. the TACI-Fc rasion

protein generated in Example 1 on page 12), antibodies and antibody

fragments specific to TACI or rtnf4, which is referred to as TACI-L in this

application, (e.g. page 9 at lines 4-28) and the sequences of the two

cysteine-rich pseudo repeals of TACI (contained wilhin the TACI amino

acid sequence, SEQ ID N0:2 shown in fig IB) anticipates claims I to 16

and 22 to 24. Additionally, because TACI and BR43x2 share long

stretches ofamino acids in common, many antibodies that specifically bind

TACI are likely to also bind BR43x2 and BR43x2 fiagments. D12 also

anticipates oflier claims of fhe Opposed Patent including claims 17, 18, 25

to 27 and 36 to 38. For example, page 9 line 29 to page 10 line 3 of D12

discloses that antagonists of the TACI-ztnf4 interaction may be employed

to treat various autoimmune diseases including mulliple sclerosis and

diabetes as well as other disorders including RA, graft rejection and

inflammatioa. and antibodies and antibody ftagmenls specific to TACI or

zlnt4 are also disclosed as noted above. These claims therefore lack

novelty under Article 54 EEC over D12.

154. Similarly, the disclosure in DI3 (which refers to BCMA a;? BAFF-R and

idenlilies it as a ztnf4 receptor) of the extracellular domain ofBCMA (e.g.

page 7 at lines 19-29), other BCMA fragments (e.g. page 1 1 line 18 lo page

12 line 12 and page 14 lines 21-25), BCMA fiision proteins (e.g. page 5 at

lines 11-14 and in Example 4 on page 19), antibodies and antibody

fragments specific to BCMA (e.g. page 12 line 13 to page 14 line 14) and

the sequences of the cysteine-xich pseudo repeat of BCMA (contained

within the BCMA amino acid sequence, SEQ ID N0:1 shown in Fig I,

lower line) anticipates claims I to 16 and 22 to 24. D13 also anticipates

other clEiims of the Opposed Patent including claims 17, 19, 21, 25, 27 and

36 to 38. For example, page 5 at lines 3-8 of D13 discloses uses of BCMA

in the ircawient of disorders including autoimmune diseases, renal

zmmom 52
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disorders, inflammation, organ transplantation, 6-cell lymph-ptoliferate

disorder, and antibodies aad antibody fragments specific to BCMA are also

disclosed as noted above. These claims teefore lack aoveliy under

Article 54 EPC over D13.

1 55. Similarly, the disclosures in each of D14 to D17 (where ztnf4 is referred to

as BAFF, Meutrokine-a and AGP-B in both D16 and D17). of the ?anf4

fragment, antibodies and antibody fragments specific lo the ztnfl Iragment

and methods of preparing such antibodies and antibody Iragmcnts, and the

use of such molecules in pharmaceutical compositions anticipate claims 3

to 16 and 22 to 24. D14 also anticipates other claims of the Opposed

Patent including claims 17, 19, 21. 25 and 27 (c.g. page 5 lines 7-13 and

claims 53, 75. 77, 91. 92 and 97 ofD14 on pages 52 to 55). These claims

therefore lack novelty under Article 54 EPC over Dl4. D15 also

anticipates other claims of flie Opposed Patent including claims 17. 1 8 and

21 to 28 (e.g. page 113 line 21 to page 115 line IS of D15) giving rise to

the lack of novelty of these claims under Article 54 F.PC over D15.

Similarly, D16 anticipates other claims of fte Opposed Patent including

claims 17 to 21 and 25 to 28 (e.g. page 17 line 23 to page 19 line 22 of

DI6). These claims therefore lack novelty imdcr Article 54 EPC over 1)16.

Finally, DI7 also anticipates other claims ofthe Opposed Patent including

claims 17 to 21 and 25 to 28 (e.g. page 20 line 24 to page 22 line 23 of

D17). These clauns therefore lack novelty under Article 54 EPC over D17.

(v) lack of Inventive Step (Article 56 EPC) assessed at the Claimsd Frioriiy

Dale

156. As noted above, the Opponent submits that inventive step should be

assessed at the Later Priority Date for at least claims 1 , 3 to 7, 1 0 to 1 2, 1 5,

IS lo 22, 25 to 28 and 36 (and their dependent claimn) of the Opposed

PalenU The assessment of inventive step in relation to the remaining

claims and to any of claims 1 , 3 lo 7, 1 0 to 1 2. 1 5J B lo 22, 25 to 28 and 36

(and their dependent claims) which, contrary to the Opponent's

zno't-ifinn 53
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submission, the Opposition Division finds have valid priority will be made

at the claimed priority date. Dl to M are available for inventive step

purposes al the claimed priority date,

157. As noted above, the Opposed Patent is entitled "Soluble Receptor BR43x2

and Methods of using them for Therapy" and the basis of the invention is

described as follows:

'The pr^s^nt invention is based in part upon the discovery of'a J192 bp

DNA sequence (SEQ ID N0:1) and corresponding polypeptide sequence

(SBO ID N0:2) which is an isaform of(he recepior TACL The isoform has

been designatedBR43xr (page 6 at lines 21-23).

158. The Patentee's characterisation of the alleged invention is surprising given

that the monopoly claimed extends significantly beyond the BR43x2

isoform. It claims the uses of compositions coniaitung fragments of the

know^ TNF receptors TACI and BCMA. and ph'^iaceuticai compositions

containing antibodies and antibody fragments specific to TACl and

BCMA. The specification of the Opposed Patent admit*; that TACi and

BCMA compositions belong to the prior art (e.g. by referencing DL 112

and D4 in paragraphs [0002] and [0003]), Furthermore, uses of

compositions containing antibodies and antibody fragments specific to the

ziniA fragment also fell within the claims. Again, the specification of the

Opposed Patent admits that such compositions belong to the prior art, as

evidenced by Patentees' references (e.g. to D6 in paragraph [0003]).

Compositions containing antibodies and antibody fragments to such

polypeptide fragments and their uses are also claimed. Indeed, as will be

evident from the discussion above, of the 3S claims in the Opposed Patent,

claims 1 to 28 and 36 to 38 extend to known TACL BCMA and ztnft-

related embodiments, and only the remaining 7 claims (29 to 35) are

confined to the TACI isoform BR43x2.

Empf.zeit:07/06/2004 11:00
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159. A? noted above, both Dl and D2 describe precisely the same protein

sequence as the human TACI protein disclosed in the Opposed Patent.

They alyo disclose the location of the two cyslcine-^rich repeats in TACI,

both of which fall within SEQ ID NO:10 of the Oppo.sed Patent (pages 45-

47). Di's broad teaching also includes disclosure of TACT's biological

activities, the extracellular N-terminal region of TACI and its fiincUon in

binding its endogenous ligand (now known lo be ztni'4), antibodies and

antibody fragments specific to TACL and the therapeutic uses of such

substances in immune system-related disorders and pharmaceutical

compositions for their ireaiment. Similar broad teachings about the

biological acti\ities and therapeutic uses ofTACI and related molecules arc

included in D2.

160. Further, the skilled reader would recognise that the disclosure in Dl

extends to other TACI-lLfce proteins beyond the human TACI sequence

disclosed in Dl bs having the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID N0:2.

Indeed Dl e?cplicitly states that its use ofthcterm *TACr and related terms

arc generic and extend to substantially homologous analogues and allelic

variations (page 15 line 31 to page 16 Une 7). Furthermore, Dl describes

modifications which can be made to the cloned TACI protein gene

sequence at the gene or protein level by numerous strategies known in the

art, including modifications where the sequence is cleaved at appropriate

Sites with restriction endonuclea5e(s), followed by further enzymatic

modification if desired, and isolated and ligated in vUro (page 35 at line;* 3

lo 25), As noted above, the TACI isofonn, BR43x2, is identical to TACI

save for the replacement of one of the cysieine-rich pseudo nspeats, amino

acid residues 21 to 67, with a single tryptophan residue. Hence, having

been presented with the sequence of TACI in Dl and directed towards

modifications that could be made to the TACI sequence, it would have

been obvious to the skilled person to produce variants on the sequence such

as BR43x2. Having produced the TACI isolbrm, BR43x2, the skilled

reader of Dl would expect it to have similar biological aciiviiie$ and

therapeutic u$e^i to TACL Thus, if not anticipated claims I to 38 lack

2tJU446fii) 55
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inventive step over Dl for claiming the obvious variant of TACl, l3R43x2,

BK43x2 related molecules and their biological activities and therapeutic

uses.

161 . As noted above, D3 to D5 describe precisely the same protein sequence a$

the human BCMA protein disclosed in the Opposed Patent They also

disclose (and in the case of 05 specifically identify) a cysleinc-rich

conserved region in BCMA which fells within SEQ ID NO: 10 of the

Opposed Patent (pages 45-47). D3\s broad teaching also includes

disclosure that BCMA is preferentially expressed in mamre B lymphocytes

and has been detected in lymphoid BH:dl lines, and the suggestion that

BCMA plays a role in the B lymphocyte development process. Similar

disclosures are to be found m D4 and D5. D3 and D4 also disclose

antibodies specific to BCMA and BCMA fusion proteins. D5 also

identifies BCMA as a member of the TOF receptor superfaraiiy and

describes it^ extracellular; transmembrane and cytoplasmic regions. Thus,

if not anticipated, claims I to 28 and 36 to 38 lack inventive step over D3,

D4 and/or D5 for claiming BCMA and BCMA related molecules and their

biological activities and therapeutic uses that were obvious in light of D3,

D4 and/or PS.

1 62. •anf4 and the ztnf4 ftagment referred to in some of the Opposed Patent's

claims (SEQ ID N0:18) were specifically disclosed in D6 and D7, and the

tlnM fragment was also specifically disclosed in D8 as described above.

Additionally, the disclosures ofD6 to D8 include antibodies and antibody

fragments specific to ztnf4 polypeptides (and to the 7.Uit'4 fragment

specifically in DS) and ftision proteuis containing ztnf4 polypeptides (and

containing the ztnf4 fragment specifically in 08), as well as descriptions of

the biological activities and therapeutic applications of these ztnl4-related

molecules. Thus, if not anticipated, claims 3 to 28 lack inventive step over

D6, D7 mifoT D8 for claiming uses of ztnf4 related molecules that were

obvious in light of D6, D7 and/or D8. For example, claim 20 coven uses

of substances incUiditig antibodies and nntibody fragments to the zXn(4
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fegment according to claim 19 where the renal diseast: being treated is

glomerulonephritis, vasculitis, nephritis or pydonephrilis. It would have

been obvious to the skilled reader of D6, D7, or alternatively D8, that such

diseases are associated with autoimmune diseases which are specifically

disclosed, and therefore would be treatable using such substances.

163. For these reasons, and to the extent that each of claims 1-38 oCthcOpposea

Patent is not derivable from the teaching of ihc prior art- then the claims

n^iust lack inventive step.

(vl) lack ofInventive Step (Article 56 EFQ assessed al the Later Priority Dati^

164. Based an the Later Priority Date, in addition to 01 to D8, Schneider et al.

(D9}, Mackay et al (DIO) and Moore et al (Dll) are available individually

or in combination with each other and/or with common general knowledge

for inventive step purposes, if, in these circumstances and contrary lo the

Opponent's primary submission, the Opposition Division were to find' that

the claims of the Opposed Patent were novel over the prior art,; the

Opp<,ment submits that to the extent they are not derivable from dje

teaching ofthe prior art then each of ihc claims must lack inventive step.

E. Tn^iffidcDCV (Article lOOfb) EFO

165. The Opponent submits that the Opposed Patent does not disclose the

invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried uut

by a person skilled in the ait. If the Opposition Division finds, contrary to

the Opponent's submissions, that any of the claims of the Opposed Pjatent

are novel and involve an inventive step, the Opponent submits that the

claims are not sufficient.

166. Claims 13 to 15 of the Opposed Patent concern the treatment of B

Lymphocytes. However, B lymphocytes arc a subset of cells in the body,

not a disease. One of skill in the art is not inlbrmed by the specification as

57
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to why B lymphocytes need treatment, much less what outcome should be

expected upon having "treated B lymphocytes". In the alternative to its

arguments that these claimed uses are not novel and/or lack Inventive step,

the Opponent submits that for these reasons claims 13 to 15 are

insullicient-

167. Claim 3 and its dependent claims (claims 4-28) cover uses of substances

that include compositions comprising antibodies or antibody fragments

which are specific to SEQ ID NO: 1 8 and antibodies or antibody fragments

which arc specific to SEQ ID NO:20. SEQ ID N0S:!8 and 20 are not

described in liie specification of the Opposed Patent They are referred to

only in the claims and the sequence listing of the Opposed Patent. One

reading the Opposed Patent learns only that SEQ ID NO: IS is of human

origin and is 264 amino acids in length and that SEQ ID N0:20 is of

murine origin and is 24.9 amino acids in length. In fact, paragraph [0023]

of the Opposed Patent erroneously indicates that SEQ ID N0:19 is a

nucleotide encoding murine ztnf4. Careiiil reading of the sequence listing

makes it apparent that SEQ ID N0:17 encodes SEQ ID N0:18, and SEQ

ID NO: 19 encodes SEQ ID NO:20. Thus, frora reading the specificalion

one of skill in the art would not know what SEQ ID N0:1 S is and would

believe that SEQ ID NO:20 was murine zlnf*. By comparing SEQ ID

N0S:18 and 20 to sequences in both publicly and commercially available

daiabasis, the Opponent was able to identify SEQ ID NO: 1 8 and SEQ ID

NO:20 as the .sequences ofa fiagment of human ?tnr4 and of murine TACi

respectively. The Opponents were only able to Identity SEQ ID NO:20

using information that was entered in those databases subsequent to tiie

filing of the Opposed Patent. There is also no teacWng abOut how or why

antibodies or antibody fragments again.'st the proteins shown in SEQ ID

N0S:18 and 20 should have the claimed uses, or about how they should be

prepared. In the alternative lo its arguments that tlie claimed uses of these

substances are not novel and/or lack inventive stop, the Opponent submiU;

that for the.sc reasons claim 3 and its dependent claims arc insuffficient.

Z0M4b0i)
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F. Requests

168. The Opponent requests the revocation of th« Opposed Patent in lis entiFety

.

169. In the event that the Opposition Division does not reach the decision to

revoke the Opposed Patent on the basis of the written submifiisian of the

Opponent, Oral Proceedings in accordance with Article 1 16 are requested.

Yours faithfully

OR PENNY X GILBERT

Enpf.2eit:07/06/2C)04 11:02
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Aaoex A-Tiinellnc

Pntc Event
Concerning Doc

April 1994 Institut de Genetique Moleculaire and

Universite Fans VII paper published in

Nucleic Acids Research, 1 994. Vol- 22, No.

7 r»n 1 1 47.1 1 fLaabi ct a! )

BCMA mt

July 1995 Institut de Genetique Moleculaire and

Universite Paris VH p^qser published in

Infom^tfinnnl fmmilltflloPV 1995 Vol. 7.

No. 7, pp. 1093-1 106 (Gras et al.)

BCMA 04

25 October 1996 i ruman Genome Sciences files PCX
^»nitnatinn PPT/I JS9fi/l 7957 f later

publishes as WO 98/18921)

rtnf4

3 March 1997
Cf tiij4ci f*^U!Mw»n'« R!p«iPar£ih Wostjitili illes

US patent application serial no. 08/81 0,572

TACl

1 2 Sepieniber

1997

plOCen TUCS UD paicni, appiivtuiuji 31^1 ia.1 iiw,

60/058,786

/.inf4

3 October 1997 St Jude Children's Research Hospital paper

miKltckr«H in Sciencc 1997 Vol. 278. dp,

138-141 (von Bulow et al)

TACl D2

16 December 1997 Schering Corporation files PO T application

PCT/US97/2332I (later publishes as WO

3 March 1998 St Jude Children's Research Hospital tiles

International Application No.

TACl

1 April 199S SmithKline Bceoham files EP appiication

No. 98302526.3

>anf4

7 May |998 HGS PC r appucaiion ru i/Uo^o/ j /y3 f

publishes as WO 98/18921

D6

5 June 1998 Regeneron files PCT application

PCT/US9S/1 1 1 53 (later publishes as WO
98/55620)

die •i:inf4

fragment

August 1998 Institut de Geoetique Moleculaire and

Universite Paris VU paper published in

International Immunology, 1998, Vol. 10,

No. 1 U pp. 1 6934 702 (Madry et al.)

BCMA D5

4 September 1998 Univereity ofWashington files PCT
application PCT/US98/18393 (later

publishes as WO 99/1 1791)

ztnf4

1 1 Sepiember

199S

Biogcn files PC T application

PCT/US98/19037

(later publishes as WO 99/12964)

^tnf4
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7 October 1998 SinithKline Beecham European applicaiion

no. 9S302526 publishes as EP 0 S69 1 80

Ztnf4 P7

1 1 September

1998

St Jude Children's Research Hospital

FCT/US9S/04270 publishes as WO
98/39361

XACI Dl

HI necember 199S Regeneron PCX application

PCT/US98/1 1153 publishes as WO
98/55620

the ztnft

fragment

m

22 December i ?9§ Chiron files PCT application

PCT/US98/27474

(later publishes as WO 99/33980)

rtnf4

7 i»ritinru 1999 Zymogenetics files tfie priority document for

the Opposed Patent (US patent application

serial no. 09/226,533)

TACi/BCMA/

BR43x2/ztnf4

12 February 1999 Amgen files US patent application serial no.

60/1 19,906 (later used as priority document

tbr European Patent application no.

009072802)

ilnr4 D16

23 Ftbruacy 1999 Muman Genome Sciences files US patent

application serial no. 09/255,794 (later used

as priority document for European Patent

application no. 00908739.6)

ztnf4 D15

IS March 1999 Biogen PCX application PCX/US98/19037

publishes as WO 99/1 2964

?xn.f4

30 April 1999 Immunex files US patent application serial

no. 09/302,863 (later used as priority

document for European Patent application

no. 00922273.8)

TACl D12

30 April 1999 Biogen files US patent application serial no.

60/143,228 (later used as priority document

for European Patent application no.

00909970 61

•/tfif4 D14

llnm 1999 University of Lausanne and others' paper

published in J, Exp. NTed., Vol. 189, No. 1 !,

7 June 1999 (Schneider el al)

zim D9

9 July 1999 Human Genome Sciences paper published in

Science, Vol. 285, 9 July 1 999 (Moore et al.)

ztnf4 Dll

9 July 1999 Biogen files US provisional application

60/143^8

17 August 1999 Biogen files US patent application serial no.

60/149,378 (later used as priority documt^t:

for European Patent application no.

00957502.8)

/inf4 D13
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5 0ciober 1999 Glaxo Group files FCT application

PCT/99EP/07303

(later publishes as WQ 00/39295)

?lnf4

^

19 October 1999 St Judc Children's Research Hospital US

patent 5,969,102 granted from application

Mo. 08/810,572

TACl

4 November 1999 US Dept of Health c& Human Services tlies

FCT application FCT/99US/25934 (later

publishes as wu uu/^D-i^4^

ztnf4

I?NovOT,berl999 Amgtsn files US patenr application serial nu.

60/166,271 (later used as priority daciimem

for European Patent application no.

00907280.2)

D17

6 December 1999 Biogen and others paper published in J. Exp.

Med., Vol 1 90, No. I U 6 December 1 999

(Mackay et al.)

7 ianu3r>' 2000 Zymogenelics files FCT appiit:at!on

FCT/USOO/00396

(later publishes as WQ 00/040716 and

granted as EP 1 141 274

TACI/8CMA/

BR43x2/zti\f4

Oppusvd
Patent
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A.nn&x B - St^queiicc Identification Nos.

53EQ ID NO. in the

Opposed Patent

SEQ ID NO. in the

Priority Document

(P18)

SEQIDNO:2 SEQIDNO:2 Amino acid sequence of

3R43x2

"$£(^10^0:4 SEQIDN0:4 Amino acid sequence ot

die (soluble) exiracellular

domain of I3R43x2

SEQ ID N0:6 SEQIDN0:5 Amino acid sequence ol

human TACI

SEQlDNO:8 SEQIDN0:6
]

Amino acid sequence of

human BCMA

SEQ ID NO: 10 SEQIDN0:8 Consensus cysteine-rich

pseudo repeat shared by

TACL TACI spUce

variants and BCMA

"SEQ ID NO: 18 N/A Fragment cantamuig

amino acid residues 22 Lo

285 ofhuman ztnf4

(omitting N-terminal

residues 1-21 of the full

sequence)

SEQ ID NO:20 N/A Amino acid sequence ot

murine TACI
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VQllmacht^

Authorisation^

Pouvoir^

aitte vaf aam Aw«fOI1en dw FwmblaCfc RuKfcsuilc facachien.7

Plaacc read tbs note* oircilcaf beforp campie^iglhi larm. /

Vaoillez iiro tos rtiTiaiqucs mi vwao avatit lis rompKr Ik

foitntiistn).

Nr. dcr Am*!e»(Jii(«l Mus P»i*nis4 ^ AppSMtlonffHimnE No f

EP 1 141 274

Human Genome Sciences Inc. 14200 Shady Grove Road. Rockville. MD 2Q85Q-74B4

United Stales of America

Pennv Xenia GHbart and Alexander John Diebler Wilson ^
^

Bristows. 3 Linclon's !nn Relds, London WC2A 3*AA. United Kingdom

D'auuas fnqncDmSiss sent mwiienMs sur im» r»uR!o supp»m«rttt.m

EP 1 141 274 entitled "Soluble receptor BR43X2 and methods of using them for therapy"

^ itpz^ou^i^^i 45iil*incm pour Iw flemanrfo; (TrviJiDnnpIfcis wrtp6erm95 (jui fimjiMtEfn Sire aipmatsL

or^nce/uov: RocRvillB, USA o««n^at.: ^ Juno 2004

Ekecucive Vice PresidEnC and GEiieral Counsel
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Stew adrir WohnaUtfls das Valimwh^obam

wer volhrochtSBbml ftacn Wa&aabo d»r nach-

Psraonon and FspTnE(iM«m8 und Vmnarnti w*-

iuttfiDofu vfobiji dor ramiiie«fi»fnQ vor dsm

Vomamen zu siJihim iwi. Bai juriaiachen f*w>

sanen und iuriarisdnjft F^rsonsn BcmBS dam

iur £ie ms&gaiwndBti Bocht j^oicftsapteiitcn

CSbsejUahshan isldia omifidnj Bdifticftriun?

anaJOfltssn. Pnr^britten sind in HbJ* WeK5b ai>

zngBlwn, CaB eBa liWichon Antotddjunjjen for

eifw schnalfe PmEttuatoDunB im dt* sngBgBi»n»

Anschrid «rftiHl sind. Sio rtmsssn in i»d«n P^B

alte rmBSfilliicflBn Varwaitviicpfflcilnhrsiisn, ps*

OBbenerifaito tus Hftusnummor 0inscnliii0-

Itcft snthatiGcn.'

3 Pteintlfl) und CeschaftJaiasdirifi dai^VBrtrmsra

{aer V^nrsiBti ruch MttlMi^Uit: dsf in Siit. 2

wisdaqaBtlotwrttffi Bs^ol Z8[Z} d.

4 Nummsf der MmsWunsiign) IhiSr tmtanntl dUot

das HflientS (der Patanto) wd BewtdtftunglBn)

a5f ErtindunBiBm.

& Dor Widorm* ertaai nicm sina sogob«nonioIls

erteilii: allgiinatne Vol(n«J*t.

6 UWfttftB Unrarscfirirt d*s ia«T) VoltrrutcHTSslMtftsl.

Wird diQ vciiunsdit TQr ehva rur^niche ?tsmn

ui!i<tf£Siclinat, «o dOrfon nur witehe Poisonnrt

ufiierjceichnan, dio nwch Gcseir und/edar

SacutiQ dsr iuriBtii;ch«n Person ds'itu beraduioi

ainil (Aftikd Sfi. Reget lOt Es i3t ein Hlri-

wwals ituf dia UriionclTnftsbcrwtiiiigui^ daa

UruetwicftnEian £U geben, cm BaispisI G»-

schaftjfQhrer, Proliurial HandUjngabttVfiBmRfib-

niIioR PFOEtidard. dimcwr. mmpimy zaavmy,
prasitjem. dtrsctour, (ortdi da pawuif.

Uniefiaichnflt oin sonaftpsrw Argasi^Uiei «i*ier

iwisdacnoR Parson ovrfgmnd <jin5t sposiaQwi

Valimaetti flsr Jurisiischan Parso^ so is; ^ca
^

uftxugicbiuu von dsf spazialian VoPirutcht tst

Itopiti. (Sia mcni asglauh^ au 3orn braudit

barruNjaan, Eitft vniiityicw mit oar imiarschrrfT

oimjr rddrt cofchniinEi3li»t&ciTii£iiBn Parson win!

als nicht wnioncnchnnle Volimachi trntuutdftll.

II. HInwsisa
lA Enimektitfctidr&Vottmacmaiilnuilirarg

Anntofdufigan cdar PBUsnw, 30 iat aia in (Jar

cntspiroehattdsn StC^teani aiAZumshan

{vpi. HagallOiniK

b1 Ads Eni»metduna0n. Lddunpsn. Boschaids

und MinaSungian waraen an dan vannitar

udarssnat ivo!, RaQs( Im Fail dor Bcvoll*

AntVblj^ 12301 warden dispananntan

SefinnKiEicke dem Anmatdar ubarcandT.

macRt nicms anaares basTimmt, otJisdnwc

isr«{t«i5b*r dflm EurcpMwhon f^^onTamt

nicHl mil o^ro Tnd drn: VoJimnchtgobars."

dl Im flbritja'i vjjL <fia Mitwilung im Fragufl dor

Virrrnrtung vur d»rn SPA I'm AmishiuK

I. Footnptes

to text pwerleaf

1 {ai The uaa th^ tiwnt is rocornrrrcrndftd

when BuUwfislnB raDrasenWwoi baloro

the Eucpew Pamnt OHico - protewensl

niprasonlaiivfts »nd IbbeI pmctiibnctrsi

«ndar Aftblo 13W{7) -«nd wtwn authari«nsi

amplBvans undflf finide l33|3h first

seiuancB; bs raoaids the secaiuJ aamanco,

no *tf«ptanramifiv res»iatiun Has buftn muad

up 10 iftB piflBWii tima.

Professional ritprpxantjstivcs who idanlify

Oinrrttoivfls as sucn arw roquifud imdar Rula

101ni in coniunctipn witn tha Dodstcn a*

iha Pmsidwtt oim EPO of 13 J«ly 19S\. 10

IBe B slgnod Buthoristnilon on*/ in pstrtictdar

caxas (DtfiDil Ofiumal EPO 1031^ d71 ond

AB3), Hovwcrvar, a iassl prtettlionar aritHtQd!

ID SCI HS proiBssitJital naprtWdnialiva in

acoordanco whh Anfcla 13^(7). or an am*

cloysa srtina for nn oppficaw in aecordancc

with Afttda 13301, finrt sorrtaiwo, but who

15 nd a ptofaaxianal ryp"««^iiva, mUK
ttia B sisnad BUlhoriaaliiin.

m wtiarB enpltcabtp pkrcp cmss h bo^

2 Namela) and aiidrassta^it o\ ihtt pari/ or partias

gitfiim die ainhariRti«n ard tho Sta» m »yhich

ttt»»irt rssidance or principol pfaraa ol

bualnesai ia iwaiad, m pccfirdflfics wHft Hula

2Srz)Ict: 'Hamea of natural parsoiw shaP ba
^

indicaiod by Ttw paraofi's ftmih* nama and glvtrt

nerwisi, tft» lamily namo bams indiartod bnfcrt

phrtjn namatal. Nanwa of lapal ontitics, 3S won

companifis coASieuirfUlm ba Ispst ^tntlliss by

raason td ths isgrsialian w wnicft tnay aro

suCjadE, sftaS bti indtcaimi Dry i^mif qIOdbI

daa'gmaiHjni. Addn>»89 simD tie Indlcatad In

jtttdi a wpy «s to ^stttufy customary nwiuir»'

manlafor pismni posuil dafjvaiy at indical^

aodresj. "Hiay sba^ in any oata comprlsa SB TTia

rslav9nt sdministraiiwa unlta. ladudinp Iho

housEO numbut, H any.*

3 Namai^ and oddruss ptBCB of business of

the rapmmnmbmW in eccorsanca witn

Buts 2Bm\ti tcr. nom Z aQovrnt.

a Appficmion Noli), or panmi Nats). Ilf Uv>m)
artd tidatsl ot^a invsf^Uentsl.

5 Tm rafvocasan doos not cpcland IB ttny gBnarB)

auiNjrfSBilon wiicsh may haw baan stvijn,

e Usla) Elgrutturata) of pmiOTilsl SPvinQ iho

fiuihonsadon. Wnaiv tha BUtfiorisntionh iuQiR^a

cm bahatf of a taoet person, onhr audi potsons

asars entittad to sign ^ snd^r in

aeeofdanca vnUi th» xiltdvs of aa:aD'&iimt

or am^vs^ of tha lagai paistin may do aa

tArtide SB, Rida Tfllllil, An indicmirw !» 10

givan of tlVQ a!gni>lonr*a qntifiamont to sign,

pra^eni, diracior, company Bscrvtary;

GeschSttBfOhrar, Prokurlat Handlunssbsimfl-

niacfttfsrten prflaldant tBractaur, fond* do

pouvobr. if any otnar employe of a lagsl potson

9S9na tty virtus of a supcaa) vutlioraalipn <:«n'

ferrad by iha lagal parson, lhi9 b to bo intScaicd

and 3 copy of ih» spadal sui^sri^don, whii^h

Mad not eertaiad. is ui t}« euppliad.

An ao^otiSBtion b(aii«D iha tipnatura at

a parson not antidsd so to sign wHi bo posied

aa an unstgnad authonsation.

11 Notices
fal /^ithonsBUonactmninsmomlhonorw

appjicaliBn or patant orv fit«d m
tha coma&pomSngi numbar of co^a::

td.Ruta 10in».

ibi /Mi dadrion*. Sunirnonsos and oornrniini-

cat'ona will bo sfrnt 10 tho rspnEsennftive

kf. Bulo ei). In cases arrfptoy^es

an? autho^rrsod undnr Ariida 133^1, di&aa

dtMaimants wiP ba sftnr 10 Xhn appUesnt

to} Rula 101(7} etatas: ^ubfact to »tm

provi&ions to ina eentrery contained thensin,

an authorisation shoil not torminaio vis-J->a5

tha Eunipwan Patent aWico upon tha rfaaih

of lha porsonwha gava K.

td) Soft isisa Communicaiion on msTrois

canwrniro nsoresanuiiton Irelorft iha £P0
in Onic«i Jmtnnal EP040P78, s. 281 if.

I Renvois concamant

letexta figurant au recto

1 to) ii*stfDttommand6d'uii!i3Drt:6iormatan*

paw mmitlatar da:; topicicortuittic dovanl

rOnkfc eurppden da? brgytiii - mawlatairos

apf&i&i or a«>ocai5 au sarui do rnrtido I3dr7t

- ainai qua pout nrisnaatHf das omplov^ »u

scnp ife Varxklt 13313), pramtfcro phraso;

h n'a pfl3 oncQfe 4i> pn6i6 da dh;po?ittnnr,

d*«ppErcation ni!ati>fos fi W dDttiiSme phraso.

En varro fflc la rfegiA 101(11 tin iiaisnn avac

ta d^sion du Pr^sni d« t'OEB en dato

dtilR iuillax 1S91. loamtrndntaute apf&es

qui eo icrtu ponnafira comino wrfs na spnt

tonus quti dima oanstns cos da dipntia tiA

p8Uvair:(rEm^ ICI. Journal OTftdal do rQ6B

1931. 47.1 W dQSi. i:n mvancha, tns avoasts

nalstitc? h naM «n Quatlrd da mandataiios

«i) y/nm da I'arlido 13417). ainai mu* las

employW qui ngAaiaT^i pow Id ewmpi* d*iin

ttomandaur confcnrdmont t rarUda 133p!,

\" phrasa, si ma' soni pas das niartd^'

larfu agiradSi, doivant d^poxar un pst^i^oit

silina.

(b) Fair»,une cipU dana ta caco si n6co=sa!r«.

2 NomU)Bl'aflr8SHPla),Etrttdiisi6ganudu

iiomidift du (fl«B) manSantlal, danjs InS

diiiaiw pfAvuaH a f» rfiata ZHl2l d pt rtjpradwitos

Ct'tlauaua; «Ub pans^nn^a phystctuiia doiveni

ftiro dftaigfliaa par launst noma at pi^noms, las

noma prftcddiniT las prtnami. Ifls parsonnes

moraloa ot \m iwifitfcs aasimiiess sut par-

sonnaa ntctrslas an venu da ta MpuOanon

109 rSgh dsluarn Hmirat aous kui d^iignsitan

orndolte. U&adrassoadolvijnl dtra indimiAea

solDn taa «»gances uaua^os on wuo d'une

distiftmiiQn-poataki rapioo A I'odrtiKso intfitjuAu.

gllas dd^ant an tout eiat dn tsatza Exunrmrtar

tauiK5 1«5 indlcstionjf wfmintstnniwtai jj^ninon-

ttw. y compfls; |a caa icftdsm, !o numftro do In

mOtBOA."

3 Nomta) at adrasea pmfvsdotMKIft du (dos)

mandi»W3irB(5|, flans las condttioTO pf^«ll^lK a b
rftglo ?8|2) d Qf mantionneaa a fo romarouu Z.

4 Numfiro do la Idast (temandola) laT! eat irannuj

00 du Idtd^^r^yetla) el ltlfo[a) da (Invantion

Idas tr)vaniio)t9l.

5 Lo rftvowtlon ne s'erand pas fl un ppuvoir

pdnSra) avgnmonDrpJcml donnit

fi Sianaluiafel habhuaHaU) du (da£) tnandantis].

ixxrsmm 10 pos/vw aat i'mi tm nwn d'una par-

aanna moraJa. aaulao anrt habilit&os A diani«r

|«8 parsonnas aiotquollaj: cttita quaSii «st f*-

cannua an wanu dn Is bi! at^oti du sianit da Is

paraanna rnorala i;onia:rn6a fartieltJ S5, f^sjia

101 (tj). H mnwml tTttiivmr b tpriKi* d«

aanaiaifif, par onompto: prd^dani; (firociaur,

fc^d da pouvosr: (aaad^ftcfuhmr, Ft pKurn^l

HandlungHboyollmBcfti^pr; prvsiefani. ditaciai.

company sacrstffly.

II y a itau da algnalar las cos pO unmm
«nrtptoy6 d'uria porEonno morob signet on wnrtu

d'un pouvplr spfeial ccnttrfl par la oarsDmio

morola at da fourr^r aiora vm copia. qui aaut

no pa» 6tiB cemttda amrormB, da as n<ivmw

spAdaj, Un pwvoif (mitsnt ta iipnatufe d'une

parsonna nan naQlIilfto ti aionor vxm cons^aro

ftpmma non eiana.

IL Notes
n) $i la pouvotr est aonnd pour plusjoun!

damandaa ou piu&iauia orawata. 3 doit

mm\ un nnmnio cairaspondant

(TPitampiains? idT. rag la 101 nil.

&i Touias tap d^cnslons, duUonit natHtcntions

s«ronl tKSmsMn m fnaadnwins ^foi' nsglo

91), C^ns la cac oO dos amptoyfei no snns

da rantclo 133(3) sflnl m3ndati5\ lus ^ttsm

mantKinnaas sent eiwoysos au oamandnur.

d u regis icif7t aMe: kSsuf cSspcdtian

mntrslrr du pou)n3ti. rititrrd rtA prand fsis

Rn, fl I'ipanJ de fDIUco «y»opdcn dos

Urtivats, au d^c^s du mandant.a

01 Pour la r^sio, ae> rapprtm k Ut Commnnicniion

concomant taa ouestiona raiatbpK d la

reorAscnmron prte I'OEB, ^pwua oh Jownat

official do rOE9, 4/I97S, 2&i n.
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